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Crime statistics drop at BGSU, UT
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News
The crime statistics report for
the last three years has been calculated for both The University
of Toledo and Bowling Green

State University.
According to Toledo's report
they have had a 27 percent decrease in the last three years.
Bowling Green only experienced
a 7 percent decrease over the last
three years. According to Public

Information Officer Barbara
Waddell, this isn't a bad thing because each campus is set up
differently.
"Anything that is reported on
campus goes into our statistics
and we strongly encourage

anyone to report everything,"
Waddell said.
You have to look at the surrounding area as well when
interpreting these statistics,
Waddell said.
Toledo is in a metropolitan city

and the relationship between city
police and campus police is
different. If the city arrests or
cites someone on campus, the report goes into the city's statstics.
According to Waddell, the Bowling Green campus police are re-

By AMY JOHNSON
The BG News
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Valentine decoration on a window of Center for Governmental Research and Public Service in Williams Hall adds the mood to the scenery Tuesday.

magine seeks dismissal
The pre-trial hearing for Imagine The Unique Boutique will be
Feb. 19. Imagine attorney Spiros
Cocoves said they will ask Municipal Court Judge Mark Reddin
for a dismissal.
According to Cocoves, the
reason he is asking for a dismissal is based on the statute in-

volved. It states that no person
shall knowingly sell or possess
drug paraphernalia, Cocoves
said.
"The statute is vague, unconstitional and uses ambiguous
language," Cocoves said. "It is
overbroad and my clients don't
know what they did wrong. The
police said the items in the store
were drug related but what about
a pipe? They assumed it was be-

• See CRIME, page three.

University alumnus
lands job with CBS

Love Love Love

By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News

sponsible for everything that
happens on campus and, therefore, those numbers are computed into campus statistics.
"You have to look at the re-

ing used for marijuana but it
could be used for tobacco."
In November, Cocoves said,
the police cited two juveniles
that had just come out of the
store for possession of drug paraphernalia and for possession of
marijuana. According to Lieutenant Tom Brokamp in a report,
when asked where they bought
• See IMAGINE, page three.

At the age of eight he wanted to
be on TV but thought it was too
hard to get into so he placed this
thought "on the back burner."
But now he's sizzling.
Possessing a creative personality and a love for television news
has launched one University
graduate to a position on a major
prime-time magazine show on
CBS.
Steve Hartman, a 1985 University graduate receiving a bachelor of science degree In broadcast journalism, works as a feature reporter for KCBS in Los
Angeles and is "on loan" to CBS
as a reporter for the magazine
show, "Coast to Coast."
The show aired for six weeks
and will return in the summer,
"Coast to Coast" features videographed social experiences hidden undercover to catch people
doing something right or maybe
even wrong. For example, he intentionally lost several wallets to
see how many people would return them.
But even before landing a spot
on the show, Hartman's face has
showed up in many living rooms.
According to Lawrence Jankowski, a former University
professor of broadcast journalism, Hartman was very talented

Hartman
even as a senior in college.
"Steve was the first intern at
Channel 11 which led to his first
job," Jankowski said. "During
those days getting an internship
was very competitive."
Hartman found Jankowski's
class to be fun and very interesting.
"Jankowski had a lot of confidence in me," Hartman said. "I'm
still not sure why he did. I just
thought I was a typical college
kid."
But Jankowski knew talent
when he saw it.
"Steve is a terribly, creative
individual," Jankowski said. "He
holds a whole different concept
concerning broadcast news."

And Hartman thanks his college professor for everything.
"Jankowski helped make all
the difference In the world,"
Hartman said. "He got my foot In
the door and I thought to myself,
"This is it. Now it's up to me.'"
Jeff Heights, an anchor at
Channel 11, said as an intern
Hartman had a good attitude and
took all advice to heart.
"It's not often we keep interns.
We usually try to send them off
to a smaller market," Heights
said. "But he showed great promise as a future broadcast journalist so we asked Steve to work for
us."
While an intern, Hartman won
an award for "Best News Story of
the Year," among all local reporters. His first emmy was awarded based on a feature he did
on a man in a wheelchair shining
shoes.
"I found irony in this," Hartman said.
With his speciality focusing on
feature stories, his extreme
strength and creative mind landed him a job in Minneapolis to
New York City and now resides
in Beverly Hills working in Los
Angeles.
According to Jankowski and
Chrys Peterson, an anchorwoman from Channel 11, Hartman
• See HARTMAN, page four.

Goldman offers to return O.J.'s millions for confession
The Associated Press
SANTA MONICA, Calif. - Fred
Goldman said Wednesday he
would give up his hard-won claim
to O.J. Simpson's millions if the
football great would admit he is a
killer and sign a detailed confession.
"I don't want to play games,"
Goldman told The Associated
Press in a telephone interview.
"But if he wanted to sign a confession with all the details of his
crime and broadcast it all over
the country and publish it all
over the nation, I would drop the
judgment."
Goldman, the aggrieved father
who never accepted Simpson's
murder acquittal 16 months ago
and doggedly pursued him to civil court, added: "All I ever wanted Is justice. It's never been an
issue about money."
Simpson's lawyer Robert
Baker said he was discussing the
offer with his client.
Goldman admitted the chance
of Simpson taking him up on it Is
slim to none.
"Easy to say, easy to do, never
going to happen," Goldman said
when he first revealed the offer
Tuesday on the Dallas-based
Salem Radio Network. "This person hasn't owned responsibility

for any of his actions through his
lifetime."
Simpson swore on the witness
stand it was "absolutely untrue"
that he slashed Nicole Brown
Simpson and Ronald Goldman to
death on June 12,1994.
But a civil jury that dldnt believe him found him liable for the
crimes and socked him with
compensatory and punitive damages totaling $33.5 million a more than double what even his
accusers predicted he could ever
payGoldman stands to collect at
least half of $8.5 million in compensatory damages and $12.5
million in punitive damages. He
has to split both with his ex-wife,
Sharon Rufo. Ms. Simpson's estate, whose beneficiaries are the
two children she had with Simpson, gets $12.5 million in punitive
damages.
Goldman's attorney, Daniel
Petrocelli, backed his client on
the offer, even If it meant he
would have to give up his contingency fee if Simpson accepted.
"I think Fred is right on target," Petrocelli said. "We'd be
more than happy to rip up the
judgment if Mr. Simpson wants
to sign a confession saying he
committed these murders and

"But if he wanted to sign a confession with
all the details of his crime and broadcast it
all over the country and publish it all over the
nation, I would drop the judgment."
Fred Goldman

giving details of how he did it."
Petrocelli suggested that
Simpson take the offer seriously.
"He has it in his power to save
his family from extreme hardship by accepting responsibility," the attorney said. "It would
also do a great deal to heal the
wounds in this country if we
could put this to rest."
Attorneys for Ms. Simpson's
estate and Ms. Rufo did not immediately return telephone calls
for comment.
Loyola University Law School
Associate Dean Laurie Levenson
said Goldman's offer may be
more symbolic than realistic.
"I think there Is an ongoing
frustration by Fred Goldman to
get O.J. to care," Levenson said.
"He is looking for satisfaction
and the money would never be
satisfaction. He is trying to get

through the denial and he's willing to pay millions of dollars for
that."
On the unlikely chance Simpson accepted Goldman's offer,
Simpson could not be tried again
for the killings because of double
jeopardy provisions.
Presumably, Simpson could be
tried for perjury if he admitted
the killings, Levenson said, but
that too is unlikely.
She noted that former Detective Mark Fuhrman received
only probation for pleading no
contest to lying during the Simpson criminal trial about his past
use of a racial slur. And she wondered whether prosecutors have
the stomach for another Simpson
trial.
"People are just tired of the
case," she said

Associated Praia ■

Fred Goldman backed up his claim that his civil suit against O.j. Simpson was about justice and not money by offering to forget about the
judgment if Simpson would confess to the murders of his son, Ron, and
Nicole Brown Simpson.
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But ordinary's Just not good
Sot today
-Our Lady Peace
Being an English education
major here at BGSU. 1, Just like
every other education major, was
required to take part In student
observations at an area high
school for one of my classes.
This process, which has run
successfully for a number of years
now. Involves the education major
In question shadowing a current
teacher for a number of weeks In
an attempt to show the pre-servlce
teacher what goes on "behind the
scenes of the teaching world.
About a year ago it became my
turn to take part In "student
observations," and hence, on the
pre-deslgnated days necessary. I
would spend my day at Whltmer
High School, following around a
"cooperating teacher" rather than
attending classes here on campus.
Upon my first few visits to the
school I usually never strayed out
of my cooperating teacher"s room,
but as the days marched on I
slowly became more confident with
my new surroundings. By my
fouth visit to the school I had
started to "roam the halls" a little
more In an attempt to meet some
of the other teachers In the building.
Pretty friendly of me. huh?
Yeah, that's what I thought
anyway. I figured, hey. these men
and women were veteran teachers
who could probably supply me
with some Invaluable tips and
knowledge about teaching high
school students that no text book
could. Furthermore, since we were
all In the same wing of the building, I figured that I should at least

act neighborly towards them.
And so I began my quest to at
least Introduce myself to the
other teachers In my wing of the
building.
Over the days that followed I
found time to talk to most of the
teachers In question, and most
of them were extremely courteous and pleasant...which was
very reassuring (as well as flat
out cool).
There was, however, one
teacher whom I could never
seem to run Into. I knew where
her classroom was. and I at
least wanted to stop In and
Introduce myself to her (again In
the name of nelghborliness). but
she never seemed to be around
when 1 tried to stop in and say
"Hi."
Coincidence? Maybe...But
things were starting to look
suspicious.
Well, one day as I was
walking down the hail I happened to see the teacher In
question walking down the vety
same hallway, In my direction.
"Success at last!" I gloated to
myself as we stode closer and
closer to each other. Within
moments she was within talking
distance.
"HI. Hows it going?" 1 said
politely and pleasantly as she
finally looked-up from the paper
she was reading and noticed
me.
Rather than returning my
greeting, however, she stared
me right in the face, made some
sort of "Hmpf" sound, and
looked away as she walked tight
past me.
Ouch.
Later that day 1 ran into a
friend of mine name Jason and
told him what had happened.
"Yeah, she did something like
that to me too." he said, recounting a simillar experience
he had had with her.

At this point a third BGSU preservlce teacher entered the conversation. "Wow. that's really weird,"
he said. "I've talked to Mrs. X a
number of times and she's always
been really nice to me."
"Really? Well why Is it do you
think that she's nice to him and
totally rude to us?" 1 asked Jason,
moments before the two of us
realized that, unlike our friend,
both Jason and 1 had long hair.
Of course we couldn't be one
hundred percent certain that this
was the reason she was rude to us.
but after a little bit of research we
quickly found out that our Initial
assumptions were correct: Mrs. X
didn't like us simply because our
hair was past ear length.
Apparently having long hair
made us evil and Immoral people
who were undeserving of even the
most basic forms of respect.
Sadly, many people still come to
conclusions simillar to the one
Mrs. X did.
As I'm sure anyone who has
long hair, body piercings, tatoos, a
shaven head, vividly-colored hair,
or even a leather Jacket can tell
you, people will discriminate
against you over some completely
asinine things.
So that guy over there has his
nose, eyebrow, and chin pierced.
So that girl has green hair and a
design tatooed on her stomach. So
what? It's not like they're injecting
Ink and needles into your body.
If you're one of those people who
either publlcally or privately raises
a stink over how other people
dress and/or decorate their bodies,
have you ever seriously asked
yourself why you do this? Or why
it's such a big deal to you?
I mean, I would argue It's
because you actually envy these
people. Sure, you might not be the
kind of person who would ever get
a nose ring or a tatoo under any
circumstances (I know I probably
wouldn't), but the simple truth of

the matter Is that it takes a lot
of courage, as well as a lot of
self-respect, to completely and
totally express yourself like
that, regardless of the crap
you'll Inevitably take from
others for doing so.
You see, rather than looking
up to those of us who feel
comfortable enough about
ourselves to wear their hair
exactly as they please, dress
exactly the way they want to.
and decorate their bodies as
they see fit. a resounding
amount of us condemn these
people In acts that resemble
nothing more than playground
bullying and nit-picking.
Most of you out there are
probably familiar with the
saying, "we destroy what we
fear." I also think It's pretty safe
to assume that most of you out
there know that the reason
younger children and adolescents oftentimes pick on each
other Is because of their own
insecurities.
The challenge I am now
asking you to step up to Is this:
Act like a secure and confident
adult, and not like a insecure
little child. The next time you
find yourself publicly or silently
condemning someone because
of the way they look or dress.
This world has enough
unnecessary hatred and Intolerance In it already. None of us
need you adding to
It...especially over the Issue of
someone else's self-decoration.
Aaron Weisbrod Is the occasionally sappy and emotional
Thursday columnist for The
News who would like to thank
Christy S. for helping htm create
a new e-mail disk, as well as
Todd G. for offering him his help
In the war against "The Man.'
Questions and comments can be
sent to aaronw® bgnet.bgsu.edu
or210WestHalL

"Act like a
secure and
confident
adult, and not
like an insecure little
child. The
next time you
find yourself
publicly or
silently condemning
someone
because of
the way they
look or
dress."
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like to submit a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
• Make mmrt Use letter is5tt words or leas.
Please include your address, major, academic class and phoac number (phone
numbers are strictly for verttkatioa and
not for publlcatloa).
•Lettrrs must be typed, aad not hand written. Letters broaght In saved oa a
Macintosh-compatible disk are presssassl
• Brlac the letter to Room 210 West HaD,
or e-mail ns at bgnews4vbgnei.bgsu.edu.
Be prepared to show vattdldentuVatlo..
• Space Hmitatiotts may preveBt The BG
New* from printing all letters received.
The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and ail letters.
Copyright C 1997. The BG /vein. Bowling
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG Sews is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.

•GUEST COLUMNIST

Ebonics: We ain't talking no jive here
If rap artist Coollo grew up in a
Gangsta's paradise, then 1 guess I
was born and raised in a Suburban Purgatory.
My hometown of Parma is the
self-proclaimed Polish capital of
Ohio. Parma's organized crime
syndicate launders Its money
through the local pyhrogt industry.
So my contentions regarding
Ebonics might carry less weight
than a sermon on family values by
Dallas Cowboys wide receiver
Michael Irvin.
Well, maybe that's a tad harsh.
High school sports and a part-time
Job Installing garage doors let me
experience much more than your
average suburbanite. But I admit,
the majority of my first experiences
with Black English Vernacular
came from watching the Jive
sequences of the comic "Airplane*
movies. Or so I thought.
Exactly what Is Ebonics?
"Hear the drummer get wicked."
That Public Enemy sentiment Is
echoed every morning by ESPN
Sportscenter anchor Stuart Scott
as he recaps some highlight
footage. This Is NOT Ebonics.
The lyrics to the landmark rap
tune. "U Can't Touch This" are not
Ebonics. However, If Charles
Dickens was to have written "It be
the bes' o' times, an' the wore' o'
times.", that would qualify as
Ebonics.
If you were to say "I be Joking,"
that would be an example of
Ebonics.
So for you keeping score at
home, there Is a difference between Ebonics and Jive or slang.
Ebonics is sometimes called

African American Vernacular
English or Black English
Vernacular. Ebonics Is systematic, rule-governed and has
regular pronunciation patterns.
Key components include not
conjugating the verb "to be" and
dropping final consonants from
words ("hand" becomes "nan").
So why Is there a national
uproar regarding Ebonics?
The Oakland school system
recently passed a resolution
that will treat Ebonics as any
other second language. Not your
problem, huh? Well, the Oakland school system Is asking the
U.S. Department of Education
for additional funding to help
the cause. In the form of federal
bilingual education funds. So,
that means YOUR TAX DOLLARS could go to fund this
program.
I am not be Jokin.
Our federal government Is
currently hesitant to send any
extra funds to support this
program. In 1981. the U.S.
Department of Education
declared that Ebonics is a
dialect, and not a language.
Dialects are Ineligible for federal
funding.
You think there's a difference
between the two? Languages are
generally conceived to be a
unique form of communication.
Dialects meanwhile are considered to be slightly altered forms
of a given language. Our federal
government considers Ebonics
to merely be a dialect of Standard English.
Unfortunately, the distinction

•
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between languages and dialects is
usually made on social and
political grounds rather than
purely on linguistic ones. For
example, there are dialects of
Chinese that are so different that
the speakers cannot understand
each other. Meanwhile, Swedish
and Norwegian are considered
different languages although
speakers of these tongues can
generally comprehend each other.
This be gettln confusln7
Oakland educators will not be
teaching Ebonics to students.
Ebonics will be used to Illustrate
the difference between what Is and
what isn't Standard English.
This Is turning Into an Ebonaflde mess. Each year more politicians make their communities
more ethnocentric by making
English the official language In
their area. It's these feeble attempt to "unify" our society that
alienate those that don't fit Into
this mold of the Ideal American.
So Instead, should we support
Ebonics? In the battle that will be
fought in courtrooms and school
board meetings everywhere,
lawyers and educators are going to
provide proof that Ebonics helps
students learn Standard English
better. Shortly thereafter, other
lawyers and educators are going to
show proof that Ebonics doesn't
work at all. What are we to believe?
Ebonics is merely a shady
substitute for the real dilemmas In
education. In 1995. the city of
Oakland was able to approve
spending $85 million on Improvements on the Oakland Coliseum so

the LA Raiders would return to
the city. They also loaned $32
million more to the team. In
short, spending public money
for a sports team Is more
important than the education of
children. This Is lunacy, and
that's coming from the mouth of
a Sport Management major!
If the taxpayers of Oakland
have $ 117 million to use for a
football team, then I am sure
they have $117 million to spend
on repairing the dilapidated
schools, increasing teachers
salaries and buying computers
for students. Once they do that.
I will be happy to have federal
funds go to Ebonics. Unfortunately. Disney Is more likely to
make adult movies than for our
society to get its priorities
straightened out.
Although Ebonics has some
merit, the problems It causes
are going to be felt in different
school systems. The federal
education bilingual funds that
are going to support Ebonics
will be raided by every minority
group and troubled school
system In the country. There is
going to be an Ebonics equivalent for Hispanlcs. Native
Americans, and so forth. It's
not that I want to deprive
minorities of educational
funding, I Just don't want my
tax dollars eventually supporting Amlshonics.
Tom Denk Is a guest columnist for The Sews. Questions
and comments can be sent to
210 West Halt or tomdenk
Obgnet.bgsu.edu.

"Disney is
more likely
to make adult
movies than
for our society to get its
priorities
straightened
out."
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Mall
hosts
health
fair
By JENNIFER SCHAB
The BG News
The Woodland Mall is hosting
the annual health fair in Bowl in >:
Green on Saturday and Sunday,
Feb. 14 and 15. Exhibits on
health-related topics and presentations are planned for this
weekend in order to make people
more aware about health and to
get out information, said Loreli
Espen, administrative assistant
at Woodland Mall.
"We like to keep our community informed of new things in the
health field th:ou,;h the fair,"
Espen said. "We just want i
people to be aware."
The fair will include p."
tat ions and exhibits from approximately 30 li
ed organizations including The Quiet
Mind, that focuses on mat
techniques, The Toledo V<,
ian Society and the Health',
ing Co-op that will pi
healthy food for the event.
The Wood County Hospital will
conduct blood pressu:
ings on Feb. 15 from noou
p.m. and from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Blood glucu
[nga will be
offered on Feb. 16 from 2 p.m. to
4 p.m. Both sen
e free
to the public.
The keynote speaki
for the
weekend's events will be Dr.
John Piper, an associate p
sor emeritus at the University
Piper will speak on the I
'•Inviting Spiritual Wellnes
Sunday, Feb. 16 at 2 p.m. in the
room next to Maurice's. There
will be a $5 per person charge for
this
m which will
cover the cost of materials and
hand-outs.
Additional presentations and
demonstrations will be fr
charge, Espen said.
Other topics that will be focused on during the event will include food combining, yoga,
massage therapy, and other subjects of possible Interc
who wish to improve their health
and well-being.
"There shorn,!
for everyone, inclu,:.
students," I
"Young people seem to tM
exercising and being more health
conscious and there will be a variety of people they can talk to
about health at the fair," i
said.
The event is in its 10th year at
the Woodland Mall and it seems
to grow every year, Espen said.
It is being sponsored by the
Woodland Mall, Wood County
Hospital, the Nature Keservc,
The Quiet Mind and the Wood
County Health Department.
Espen expects a good turn-out
for the event.
"Iespec;
■. tudentswill
come out bo...use I think they
can really benefit from the
health fair," Espen said.

BGSU Reading Center thrives
By DAMION HEINTSCHEL
The BG News
Students enrolled in the
spring semester reading program at the University's Reading Center may find their surroundings a bit more engaging
than in previous years.
The Reading Center, located
on the top floor of the Education building, provides diagnostic assessment and intervention for young people
having difficulty with reading.
The youth are from all over
northern Ohio and southeastern Michigan, coming
from as far as Defiance, Upper
Sandusky and Ann Arbor. Most
schools in the area cannot offer
individual services beyond the
third grade; the reading center
«_■ University is the only
center of its kind in this area.
This year the center has 50
students enrolled in its program. There are 30 teachers
who work with these students
on an individual basis, most of
whom are experienced teachers pursuing master's degrees
in reading. The program is
under the supervision of John
Duckworth and Dr. Michael
French, director of the center.
"Our motto is 'learning for a
new tomorrow,'" French said.
"Today the child is not experiencing success - we prepare
them to go on."
The spring semester program consists of 10 Saturday
morning sessions where, in ad-

dition to assessment and evaluation, the students become
involved in what French referred to as "language experience." In the language experience, the students have concrete experience with a particular area of interest. The students can then use the authenticity of that experience In
reading and writing activities
that stem directly from that
experience.
French said the forward goal
of the center Is to become a
model for graduate and undergraduate teacher education
classes. An advisory committee of professors, alumni, parents and graduate students has
become active in bringing the
center more closely aligned
with teacher education.
"The reading center has enjoyed success because of support from the College of Education and Allied Professions;
lots of people want the center
to succeed," French said.
Attitude and motivation are
very important, according to
French.
"If the students are experiencing a lack of success, why
should they try?" he said. "The
reading center provides some
successful experience every
Saturday."
"If the child tries here and
has some experience with success, then they will be more
willing to try in school,"
French said.
According to French, many

BGNewi PkMtfby Hide kl Kabayaihl

Left, Shane Marshall, a graduate assistant studying masters of reading, and Ashley Wines, 8, of
Swanton, Ohio, read a picture book.
of the students work their way
out of their school's remedial
programs and go on to make
honor roll.
Parents of the students believe in the program.
"It's absolutely wonderful,"
said Jo Lee Ham 1 in of North
Baltimore. Her daughter, Brea,
is a fifth grade student who has

the youth can combine reading
and writing with fun and learning. The puppets and the colorful shelves add to the atmosphere. The quilt on the wall
shows that children have been
there and done something.

attended the center for two
years.
"I never have to worry about
getting her up for it," Mrs.
Hamlin said. "She gets me up."
"They're wonderful, everyone cares," she said.
The goal is to create a "true
literacy environment" in which

"This is a place where something happens," French said.

Award recognizes undergraduate researchers
Trustees wanted to recognize
undergraduates since many
graduate students receive a lot
Alumni Association and more attention. Since underthe !'
Sponsored Pro- graduates are involved, this
I Research is seeking to creates an exciting feeling for
find an outstanding undergradu- the students here at the Uniate who excels at research. The veristy," Weiss said.
The program has been redestudent wlw possesses this quality could be qualified for the Dis- signed this year to recognize untinguished Undergraduate dergraduates and their efforts in
research.
rch Award.
Research is a broad term beAccording to Professor Anthony Boccanfuso, director of the cause it is not the average
SPAR program at the University, research a student would do for a
this program has traditionally paper. Traditional research is inbeen the largest, long running cluded, but the term also inprogram from the Alumni Asso- cludes scholarship and creative
activity research as well.
;! icre on campus.
Such scholarly and creative acLarry Weiss, director of
alumni affairs, believes this is a tivities include art, music and
great program for undergradu- poetry. For example, if a student
performs an outstanding piece of
; i participate in.
"The Alumni Board of music, he or she is eligible for
By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News

Students are nominated by the
factulty in their particular field.
"This is an excellent The
nominee must supply two
opportunity for
copies of a brief summary of
what their project entails. Along
students to gain
with the abstract, a letter of
recognition and
nomination and a one-page remust be included.
support for research sume
The actual award consists of a
activities they
student being awarded $1,500
and a $500 monetary award to
untertake at the
help with the research and menUniversity."
tor.
The mentor is the person who
aids the undergraduate student
Anthony Boccanfuso with the research.
director of SPAR program
Judges of the Distinguished
Undergraduate Research Award
come from the committee of the
the award.
"This is an excellent opportu- SPAR office, representatives
nity for students to gain recogni- from the faculty and the administion and support for research ac- trative board.
The project itself is judged
tivities they undertake at the
University," Boccanfuso said.
upon substantive and methodolo-

IMAGINE

CRIME
Continued from page one.
lationslup between the city and
campus. We have a very positive
working relationship with the
city police. They take care of the
city and we take care of the campus," Waddell said. "It is great to
have them for a back up but we
try not to get in each other's
way."
Bowling Green, Waddell said,
has more people living on campus than Toledo. They have ap-

gical quality, originality of
thought and clarity.
Recipients of the award will be
asked to give a presentation at
the Spring Board Program. In
addition to giving the presentation, the winner will be asked to
speak to local alumni groups
from the country.
Students who feel they qualify
for this award should contact
Boccanfuso at 372-7714. All applications must be submitted by
March 14,1997.
One of last year's recipients,
Christine Angevine, a senior
majoring in chemistry, enjoyed
participating in SPAR
"It is a good way to get your
name out for doing research. By
taking part in SPAR, I improved
my self-esteem. It was a good
boost to see your work benefit,"
Angevine said.

that the numbers don't neccessarily reflect that the campus is
unsafe but rather they reflect
what was reported.

proximately 2,600 residents and
Bowling Green has 6,000. According to Waddell, because the
University has more residents,
crime in certain areas such as
According to the crime statisburglary might be higher. Campus police work that much hard- tics, Toledo and Bowling Green
er to ensure that every student is had no reported murders in the
last three years. In contrast to
safe, Waddell said.
The main goal, Waddell said, is Toledo's 63 reported alcohol reto catch the persons who are lated arrested in the last three
committing the crime and try to years, Bowling Green has had
take care of the problem, 211 reported arrests. Waddell
whatever it may be. Waddell said stresses that though the number

is higher than Toledo you can't Continued from page one.
just look at that. These are re- the paraphernalia, the juveniles
ported arrests and both schools said from Imagine-The Unique
are different when it comes to Boutique. According to the report, a search warrant was ishow they report crimes.
sued, two days later for the bou"When looking at numbers you tique and a large quantity of drug
have to look beyond the numbers paraphernalia was seized. Items
at other factors. We want to en- that were seized included onecourage everyone to report hitter pipes, bong pipes, gas
what's happening," Waddell said. masks and wooden dugouts.
The store and its owner James
"We will aggressively pursue
what's being done and try and H. Britt are charged with knowingly selling drug paraphernalia
stop it."

THE BEST WAY
LOOK
GREAT
FOR
BREAK
BG Hair & Beauty Salons: Offering The Best In Service, Quality & Variety

205 N. Prospett B.G.
■

354-0303
Walk-ins Welcome

Now Tanning
7 days a week

Corner of Ridge
& Thurstin

Best Design
Team in BG

■J Out Our
" Tropical
Decor!
'Aquariums
* Pond &
Waterfall
* Plants Galore

'•David
'Lisa 'Jessica
'Carrie 'CeUsu

HAIRWAYS

(within walking
distance)

THE

Totally Tropical
Hair, Nails, Tanning
352-Q459

^

352-2107
1616 E.Wooster

.
Greenwood ('filler
^ HOURS: Vani 5pm. M«MI Sal
evening appointments ulso ;i» ailuhlc

ippoiniments anil walk-ins welcome

/HANGIHGTIMK
354-2244

(Mmw Cotugt Smton i CH-Chrt)
Receive 1/2 ott a harem with »w
purchase of American Oew

We Use and Recommend the Best in Men's Haircare

To advertise in this spot call The BG News Advertising Department at

372-2605
A
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CAMPUS

Home
cooking
at BGSU

Wildlife on Ice

Campus Blotter
A woman complained last week that there was an open
flame on the back porch of the house next door. When police
checked It out. It was a barbecue started with a little too
much starter fluid.

By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BC News

A german shepherd charged after several children walking
to school last Thursday morning. A woman reported that It Is
an ongoing problem and the dog Is always left to run loose In
the morning. Police said they would check It out.
A man reported that his basketball hoop was bent and
doesnt know how It happened. He said other small acts of
vandalism had happened around the area and wanted extra
patrol.
Lost medicine was reported by a man last Thursday evening. He complained that he lost It In a South Main parking lot
and was concerned because the medicine was highly toxic If
too much was taken at a time. The man later called to say he
found It at the end of a driveway.

BG Nrw. PKoio by Hldckl Kobayaihi
Geese spend some time in the water which remains at the pond next to the Rec Center Wednesday.
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SEND YOUR

J VALENTINE

Fitwell Center offers fitness
pB^fasJJ
evaluation, personal training
/f^^X^

J "Heart-Shaped"

£%M^U Z

testing with EKGs and health staff, alumni and members of the
Recreation Center.
risk appraisals.
Everyone needs to be aware of
Exercise prescription looks at
IN ANY SIZE .-,
It Is American Heart Health a person's fitness goals and fol- their health, Swick said.
"Awareness is key in knowing
Month and local health educators lows the American Sports Medadvise everyone to be aware of icine's guide to establish an what your current status is,"
Open for Lunch on
4fc their health. Students on campus
Swick said.
exercise program.
FEBRUARY 14 - 11 A.M. 'til 1 P.M.
Students need to know where
have the opportunity every week
"Every student on campus can
to be educated on their personal receive a free cholesterol screen- they are in their personal health
Any special prices apply - Good at all locations. ^^ ««■
Pizzas can be sent to 2nd party - Call lor details. ^* "■"■
health through the Fitwell Center ing, body composition assess- in order to prevent risk of heart
in the University Student Recre- ments cost $3 and the full as- disease.
"Heart disease is one of the
sessment costs $15, but for graation Center.
duating seniors we offer the 'Fit Fitwell Center's main concerns,"
"We offer fitness assessment, for Higher' program at no Swick said.
"During your college years,
exercise prescription and per- charge. They receive a certifisonal training to everyone," said cate for their portfolio at the you set up habits that you will
Cathy Swick, assistant director completion of the program," have for life, such as exercise
and eating right and having asof the Fitness Center.
Swick said.
sessments of where you are now
Fitness assessment includes
MAPLE ST.
352-9378
,In addition to students on cam- can make sure you are on the
cholesterol screening, body
composition assessment, blood pus, the Fitwell Center and its right track for a healthy life,"
pressure screening, treadmill services are open to faculty, Swick said.

Pizza

5

203 N. Main
<M
FREE DELIVERY ra
PH. 352-5166 ^

By JENNIFER SCHAB
The BG News
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Preferred Properties
MANAGEMENT COMPANY
530 S.

Leasing Summer & Fall

Mini Mali
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

All residents receive a membership to

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
(In door healed swimming pool, sauna. Hydra - Spa Whirlpool.
complete exercise equipment, complete locker room ami
shower facilities.)

tftEWSTEKS

POUR

1*
T
14 FLAVORS ON TAP*
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Jane Schimpf, assistant vice
president of auxiliary services,
created 'Taste of Home" here at
the University. She feels this
program is a good promotion for
students.
"I believe that students feel
more comfortable and relaxed
when they are in a familiar atmosphere. Not only is this program beneficial to the students,
but for the parents as well since
they get to provide a meal for all
students around the Univeristy,"
Schimpf said.

HARTMAN
Continued from page one.
is known for taking something
silly and twisting it into something interesting.
From a diving dog wearing a
shower cap to a feature story
about bull semen, many former
coworkers remember Steve's
creative but informative style.
"Even when I worked in Pennsylvania, I remember his stories
coming down on the wire and I

would always use them," Peterson said. "I love his stories; his
stories were always very funny."
As Peterson describes, affiliates in Los Angeles, Toledo, Dallas and all over the nation wait
for a Steve Hartman story to
come down the wire.
"His unique perspective on life
enables him to see the world so
differently from other people,"
Peterson said. "He is very curious and can find a story in eve-
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The taste of home cooking will
coming to the Univeristy on Friday. For those students who are
yearning for their parents' homecooked meals, this will be a great
Valentine's Day for them.
Last semester, during Parents'
Weekend, brochures were placed
at all the cash registers in the
dining halls. The brochures told
parents of a contest being held on
campus in December. Once the
contest was completed, five finalists were choosen to compete
once again.
Amy Hoops, food service manager, is in charge of the contest.
She selected 10 recipes from the
60 turned in. Five made it to the
final round.
Hoops believes that it is important to include students' input
since they are the ones who eat
the food here on campus everyday.
"Taste of Home' is an excellent
way for students to express their
opinions about the quality of food
here on campus," Hoops said.

CONGRATULATIONS
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1996

rything. Steve is a genuine caring
and sincere person who is very
down to earth."
Both Peterson and Heights
agree Steve is an incredibly talented person. Heights remembers one of the most challenging stories Steve did as an
employee at the station. The story focused on frozen semen from
an award winning bull which was
sold to venders In the bull industry.
"His story was great," Heights
said. "It was clean, funny and
very informative. It was a classic." According to Hartman's
parents, George and Glenna of
Toledo, as a student at St. Johns
High School, he always enjoyed
getting in front of people.

"In the eighth grade Steve performed a George Carlon piece of
the Hippy Dippy Waterman at
Lakeside," Glenna said. "He also
always participated in the speech
festivals at school."
Both George and Glenna said
their son is a very outgoing, creative and sensitive person.
"He's very motivated and
works constantly," Glenna said.
Although Hartman has moved
on from northwest Ohio, Hartman remembers where it all
started. "I still have all my
videos from when I was a student
at BG," Hartman said. "I look
back at those stories and find
them embarassing but very
humbling." "Back at BG, that's
where it all started," he said.

Alyson Bernard

Kara Moore

Monday: $1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts all night

Jen Baker

Julianne Patterson

Tuesday:

Emily Blackburn
Amanda Calahan

Leeana Warren
SheilaSzabo
Amanda Made
Jen Meeker

Around Bowling Green

Mollie Monahan*
Michelle Robinson
Jennifer Woodrey
Julie McCann
*4.0

The deadline for organization nominations for the Outstanding
Senior Award is Friday at 5 p.m.

$1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts all night
Requests Taken by the Midnight Marauders
Hoppy Hour
3-9 pm

Wednesday:
Thursday:

Enjoy our games: Darts. Air
Hockey, Shuffle Board, Pool.

Ladies night. Happy Hour Prices all night &
every Thurs. Dance to the
^
Midnight Marauders

No Cover

Friday: Live Music every other weekend
Saturday: Live Music every other weekend

Except
Band
Nights

Michelle DeWitt*
Tonya Floyd
April Henry
Krista Faulkner*
Robyn Bobbe
Nanie Ingram
Maureen McGunnigle*

353-6912

135 N. MAIN i

Greenbriar, Inc.
NEW BUILDINGS
FOR 1997!
Campbell Hill
Apartments
2 bedrooms, furnished

451 Frazee Avenue
3 large bedrooms, air
conditioning, dish washers,
microwaves, and fireplaces
224 E. Wooster
352-0717

\

Outstanding Senior Award nominations due
Friday

Studcnrs must be nominated by a registered student organization, have a minimum GPA of 3.0, and be graduating in May August or December 1997. The student application deadline'is 5
p.m. on Monday, Feb. 24.
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Sigma Chi

FINANCE INFO NIGHT

Congratul ites

Arc you a Finance student or interested in Finance?
Come & join us for this informational meeting!!

NEW IMTIA ES

TIME:
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, February 13, 1997

Denny Collins
Mike Geraghty
Aaron Hale
Dan Johnson
Jason Kocad
James Lynch
Jason McCarthy

Ber Murray
Adam Niese
David Pearch
Franz Stevens
Sean Tominey
Brandon Towne
Steve Weincouff

NEW PLEDGES
James Black
Nick Buffa
Seth Constien
Keith Filipkowski
Michael Kelley

SPRING 97

PLACE:
BAA 1010
Meet Finance Faculty and other Finance students & learn
more about Finance Specialization:
• Recent changes/developments in Finance Program
• Finance career opportunities and job placements
• Finance co-op and internship opportunities
• Applications lor Finance scholarships (deadline: V.V97)
• Academic advice through faculty advisor
• Financial Management Association, Finance student club

PIZZA AND POP WILL BE PROVIDED
For further information, please contact Department of Finance
at 372-2521) or iwhitete■'cbu.hgsu.edu
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Transplant patient gives birth
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Less than a
month ago, Juanlta Legere's future was In doubt. She was pregnant, she had a falling liver and
doctors were not sure she would
Uve, let alone give birth.
Now she has a baby girl and is
recovering from a liver transplant.
"It's a miracle," Mrs. Legere
said Wednesday In an interview
from her hospital bed. "One day
the doctors said I was dying, and
now I have so much to look forward to. I am grateful to the doctors and everyone who helped,
but I give God the credit for this
miracle."
Mrs. Legere was taken to University Hospitals of Cleveland on
Jan. 20. Tests showed that the
25-year-old woman, who was 28
weeks pregnant, had a failing
liver.

Doctors realized she would
need a transplant to survive, but
before they could decide what to
do about the baby, Mrs. Legere
went Into labor.
"God decided for us," said Dr.
David Mulligan, a transplant
surgeon.
Kelly Nicole Legere was delivered vaginally Jan. 30. She
weighed 2 pounds, 9 ounces and
measured IS inches.
Mrs. Legere said she had been
in a semi-coma, but woke up a
few hours before the birth.
"I do remember the labor
pains, and the birth itself," she
said.
After the birth, she lapsed into
another semi-coma
A liver donor was found Feb. 4,
and Mulligan performed the surgery the next day. The liver donor was a woman of the same age
and blood type who had severe
brain trauma from an accident.

Heather Baldwin*
Susan Bedoch
Tonya Bier*
Molly Bourquin
Melissa Hann
Stacy Hubert
Audra McGill

I

The AlMcUled Pretf

juanita Legere of Kingsville Township in Ashtabula is shown with her
husband, David, and their newborn daughter, Kelly, juanita was 28
weeks pregnant and had a failing liver when she was rushed to the
hospital. She went into a coma, delivered Kelly at 29 weeks and then
had a liver transplant. Prognosis for Juanita and the baby is good, doctors say.

OSU art center
reopens after
officer's death

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - The dean of
Ohio State University's College of Medicine is promising
to Improve the school's heart
transplant program, which has
been on probation for not doDr. Bernadine Healy
ing the minimum number of
procedures.
"The program has got to get phy toward accepting donor
better, and it Is our intention hearts. He told the newspaper
to make it better," Dr. Berna- for Sunday's story that he will
dine Healy said Tuesday. "I not use a heart that does not
think we have a responsibility seem like a good fit for the
to this Institution and to the patient.
Myerowitz could not be
people in central Ohio who
rely on us for transplants to reached to comment further.
have that program grow and The newspaper said he was
get better, and that's our vacationing Tuesday, and a
message left for him Wednesgoal."
The Plain Dealer reported day was not returned.
The OSU program turned
Sunday that the medical
center performed the fewest down nearly 94 percent of the
heart transplants last year heart offers matched to
since the program began in patients on its waiting list between June 1,1994, and March
1986.
The hospital's seven trans- 31, 1996, according to figures
plants in 1996 were five below compiled by the United Netthe 12-transplant minimum work for Organ Sharing, the
required by the Ohio Solid Or- government contractor that
operates the national organgan Transplant Consortium.
OSU averaged more than 17 allocation system.
transplants a year between
1990 and 1994 before the numThe national turndown
ber fell to 11 transplants in average for heart offers is
1995. That led the private, about 82 percent.
nonprofit consortium to put
"That suggests that's (the
the program on probation.
high percentage of turnThe consortium and the downs) something we need to
Ohio Department of Health look at," Ms. Healy said. "As
increase monitoring of proba- far as a 94 percent turndown
tionary programs. It does not rate, on the surface it seems
affect a hospital's ability to very high.
"You have a responsibility
obtain or transplant organs.
Ms. Healy told The Plain to your patients, but you don't
Dealer she is recruiting a new want to be driven by those
head of cardiac surgery, numbers to put in a heart that
whose duties will include In good conscience you dont
oversight of the heart trans- think is right for that patient,"
plant program.
she said.
Dr. P. David Myerowitz, the
The number of turndowns
current program director, has
defended what he says is refers to heart offers, not to
OSU's conservative philoso- individual hearts.
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Dancing *$*+*
0' The Green
St. Patrick's Day Ball
Saturday, March 15, 1997

Presented by
Continuing Education BGSU

1 in hiirl Grand Ballroom
University Union
Bowling Green State University
8 pin -12 midnight
$20 per person

Dance to the
Johnny Knurr Orchestra
■:• Eat Irish Edibles
For more information contact:
Continuing Education, International
a Summer Programs at 419/372-8181

I
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KAYAGA
A Traditional African
song and dance.

Thursday, February 13 at 7:30 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
University Union
**FREE**

Call 2-7164 for more information.
Sponsored by Cultural Events, Ethnic Cultural Arts Program,
Programmers Council, and UAO
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KODO

' Drummers of Japan

Tuesday, February 18
Stranahan Theater, 8 pm

Triumphant
Return!

Monday - Thursday 4pm -1 am
Friday & Saturday 11 am - 3am
Sunday 12 noon - 11pm
■ ■ ■ ■ IP -------

Is Now Accepting Applications For
Fall '97 & Spring '98!
Featuring:
• Campus Shuttle
• 1 & 2 BR. Furn./Unfurn.
1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations

Call For more information

E

HOWIE™

XPRESS

Beginner'^T'ai Chi jf% Q
Ch'uan ^fl w

! $ 4.50

February 24 - April 23

Bog, J

Mondays & Wednesdays

33 £fl

slowness
gentleness
completeness
basic stretching
knowledge of Yin & Yang

Pixia
With 1 Topping

$6.99

II
II
Free Delivery
II Extra Toppings - $1. 25
-II

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

^

fe
fe)
*)
€?
V

ii Extra CLaGf-gcs

i 1 Large Pizza ;i
i w/ 1 Topping II

Extra Topplnss - 99<
PICK UP ONLY

T'ai Chi teaches

For tickets call . ,,„« r^ (Mill
(419)474-1333
fc*£ ® [MrV

PIZZA & SUBS j

Winthrop Terrace
Apartments

1104 A&B
6 00 -7 00 pm
OffenhauerWest Fee $80

Their thunderous and athletic
drumming is miraculous and
astonishing! Sure to be a sell-out.
Don't miss a beat...get your
tickets today!

Free Delivery 354 - 3100
HOURS:

<o 5 5
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COLUMBUS -- The police tape
was taken down, but the flowers
continued to pile up outside the
Wexner Center for the Arts,
which was reopened two days
after a police of ficer was killed.
The arts center on the Ohio
State University campus was
closed until noon Wednesday
while police collected evidence
in the shooting of university
police Officer Michael Blankenshlp.
He was the first OSU officer
killed In the line of duty.
OSU spokeswoman Ruth
Gerstner said the building's four
art galleries, bookstore and cafe
were reopened. Afternoon art
classes also resumed in the building.
Blankenship and his partner,
Officer Sandra J. Niciu, were responding to a call about 5:50 p.m.
Monday from security guards
reporting a theft. Campus security guards are not armed.
Blankenship, 43, was attempting to search the man, who refused to take his hands from his
pockets. The man pulled out a
pistol and shot Blankenship in
the face, police said.

Witnesses said the gunman
fled into a parking garage next to
the Ohio Union student activities
center, which is adjacent to the
Wexner Center.
The Columbus homicide department is working with OSU
police in the investigation.
Police were searching for a
white male, about 5-foot-10, in his
late 30s or early 40s, with reddish, frizzy hair and a beard of
several days' growth.
Police released videotape
Wednesday taken by a surveillance camera at the Wexner
Center. They also have released a
fuzzy photo and composite sketches of the gunman.
The funeral will be Friday at
the school's Mershon Auditorium. The funeral is open to the
public, and OSU President Gorden Gee will speak.
A police motorcade of up to 900
officers will escort the hearse.
Burial will be In Sunset
Cemetery in Galloway where
graveside services will include a
helicopter flyover, flag presentation and a bagpiper and bugler
playing "Taps."
Gee also will speak at a student-sponsored candlelight vigil
Thursday night.

cation Inte
rams at 41

1^3

Enjoy Irish atmosphere,
culture and folkways

Deana Paponetti
Tara Powell
Kelly Pratt
Cindy Schramm*
Lisa Schwotzer
Jennie Seyer
Mindy Thompson

* denotes 4.0
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Ohio State dean
plans increase in
heart transplants
"The program has got
to get better, and it is
our intention to make
it better."

Proudly Presents
The Fall 1996 Dean's List

9{pzu Leasing
2 Bedroom jumished and unfurnished
May and August 1997

ro 5-

1 bedroom summer only
limitedavailable

co —

2 Blocks from Campus

SS
3
CO Qj

480 Lehman

f!

354-3533
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Sports

Blake Parkins
Sports Editor
372-2602

A miracle arrives in Kent
Down 25 at halftime, Falcon men
rally for an improbable 70-69 win
ByJIMTOCCO
The BG News
KENT - The Falcons just
never get tired of this.
Reminiscent of the stunning
comeback that spelled victory
over Miami three weeks ago, the
Falcons overcame a 25-point
halftime deficit to defeat Kent,
70-69.
The Falcons took then- first and

only lead with less than 28 seconds remaining in the game on a
Jay Larranaga 4-point play. With
the Golden Flashes clinging to
the scraps of their once-great
lead, Larranaga spotted up for
three and put it home, drawing a
foul as well The four points constituted Larranaga's only secondhalf markers.
The Golden Flashes led for 39
minutes of the game, outrunning

For the third time this season,
Daniels scored 33 points, equalling a career high. Thirty-three
also mirrors his jersey number and the Jersey number of his late
brother, Chris.
"Thirty-three points again,"
and outshooting the Falcons. BG BG coach Jim Larranaga said.
shot under 25 percent (7-of-29) "Is that eerie?"
The Falcons went into the
from the field in the first half.
But the wheels came off Kent's locker room down by the score of
42-17. Eight minutes into the secCadillac in the second half.
"We had nothing to lose in the ond half, they had chipped the
second half," said Antonio Dan- lead down to 14. But Kent's lead
iels. "When you're down by 25. remained at 10 with just four
you have nothing else to do but minutes to play.
That's when the Falcons went
just put it all on the line and leave
knowing you gave it all you've unconscious.
got."
Anthony Stacey powered his

G

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

way to a layup and foul. After he
failed to convert at the line, Daniels hit a 3-pointer with 2:32 remaining. Then, DeMar Moore
canned a trey with just 1:43 to go.
For one minute, it appeared as
if Kent, still leading by four,
would put the wraps on it. That's
until Kent sophomore guard
Scott Effertz fouled Larranaga
behind the arc.
"This is a frustrating loss because we thought we'd found a
way to beat them," Kent coach
Gary Waters said. "The only way

BOWLING GREEN (1M, 10-3)
Cowan 2-5 0-2 4, Daniels 12-22 8-8 M,
Stacey 6-10 0-1 12, Moore 2-10 1-2 7. Larranaga 2-7 1-1 7. Rouwhorat 0-0 0-0 0,
F.slerkamp 0-3 00 0, Murray Ol 04), Reid
2-3 2-4 7, Creapo Ofl O0 0. Totall 2661
12-18 70.
KENT (7-14 S-l)
Robertson S-8 2-2 13, Vaughn 1-4 1-2 3,
Bright 6-9 2-4 14. Norvell 2-7 5-S 9, Effertl
3-6 8 8 16, Glenn 13 4 6 6, Moore 00 O0 0,
Boue 2-4 2-2 8. Total! 20 41 24 29 69.
Halftime - Kent 42, Bowling Green 17.
Three-point Field Goali - BG 6-19 (Cowan
0-1, Daniels 1-4, Larranaga 2-5, Moore 2-7,
Esterkamp Ol, Reid 1 1), Kent 5-14
(Robertson 1-2. Norvell 03, Kfferti 2-5,
Bosse 2-4). Rebound! ■ Kent 35 (Bright 9).
BG 27 (Stacey 7). Assists - Kent 16 < Kffertz
6), BC IS (Daniels 5). TO - Kent 19, BG 10.
Fouled Out - None A-1,523

• See MIRACLE, page seven.

Another come-from-behind win:

Falcon women
surprise Flashes
By JASON McMAHON
The BC News
The Bowling Green women
served notice to Kent and the
rest of the Mid-American Conference last night: Nobody is going to crash our party.
The Falcons (11-10, 8-5 MAC)
used a second-half firestorm led
by junior guard Sara Puthof f to
upset Kent (14-8, 10-3), the
MACs second-place team, 87-77,
at Anderson Arena last night. It
was their fourth straight win.
Bowling Green was smothered
by Kent's press in the early going, leading to a 26-8 Flash advantage. The Falcons turned the
ball over 19 times in the first
period, which Kent converted
into 26 points.
"They took us to school early
on it [the press]," Bowling Green
coach Jaci Clark said. "We were
able to learn, and we got some
confidence going into the second
half."
The Falcons turned it around
long before the buzzer, however.
After Kent caught the turnover
bug - they had 13 of their own In
the first half - Bowling Green
climbed back to tie the game at
30, thanks to a 22-4 spurt.
Freshman guard Sherry Kahle
tallied all 11 of her first-half

points during that run, including
nailing two free throws to knot
the score. Kahle would finish
with 22 points on 7-of-l2 shooting. Including 3-of-4 from 3-point
range.
"I was open," Kahle said. "I
was taking 'em because I knew I
was on."
After Kent extended their lead
to 51-44 after the break, the Falcons caught fire. They scored 16
unanswered points, until BJ.
Smith-Goldman, who led her
team with 19 points, dropped in
two free throws to stop the bleeding. Consecutive treys from Kahle and freshman point guard
Jaymee Wappes gave Bowling
Green a lead it would never look
back from.
Kahle's three was from way
downtown, and Clark admitted
that the long-range bomb made
her heart skip a beat
"It was like one of those 'Oh
my God,' and then I was glad It
went in," Clark said.
"It was kind of far," Kahle allowed. "But I knew I was going to
get It"
Puthoff was in a similar
groove, earning all 23 of her
points in the second half. Seventeen of them came from the
charity stripe. Including 13 in the
last eight minutes. As a team, the

KENT (1*-*, 10-3)
Bland 3-11 2-2 9, Kempf 4-4 1-2 9, Chtcorelli, 2-5 4-4 8, Smith-Goldman 7-16 4-5
19, Zerman 34 2-2 8, Hurley 4-7 2-2 II,
Bader 0-0 0-0 0, Zollk 1-2 00 3, Drews 0-1
00 0, Fakes 0-0 02 0, Woodall 0-1 0-0 0,
Hentchke4-ll 2 3 10. Totals28*4 17-2277.
BOWLING GREEN (11-10,1-5)
Jonea 2-6 5-7 9, Kahle 7-12 54 22, Raterman Ol 0-0 0, Puthoff 3-8 17-18 23, Wappes
3-3 1-21, Tarry 4-62-2 10, GatTord 3-3 34 9,
Billiter 1-7 35 6. Totala 23-46 36-44 87.
Halftime - Kant 42, Bowling Green 36.
Three-Point Goals - BG 54 (Kahle 34,
Wappaa 1-1, Billiter 1-3), Kant 4-13 (Zolik
1-1, Hurley 1-2, Smith Goldman 1-4, Bland
1-5, Drews 0-1). Rebounds - BC 38(Billiter,
Puthoff 7), Kent 31 (Bland 5). Assists - BG
17 (Csfford 5), Kent 12 (Smith-Goldman 6).
Turnovers - BG 29, Kent 25. Fouled Out m Bland. Kempf, Hurley. A - 802.

Falcons shot 36-of-44 from the
line, 26-of-32 In the second half.
Clark said that was by design.
"We're looking to go to the line
against a couple of teams In this
league," Clark said. "They're one
of the teams you have to go to the
line against."
Kent coach Bob Lindsay, facing a stat sheet that showed 25
turnovers and 31 fouls for his
squad, attributed the loss to
many factors.
"We weren't very patient tonight," he said. "We didn't make
them play defense. I didn't think
our composure was very good in
the second half. All those things
• See FLASHES, page seven.

BG News Paece by Daug Kkre aevsky

BC's Sherry Kahle and Kent's Ashley Bland (right) fight for the ball during Wednesday's game. Kahle had
22 points for the Falcons.

Fourth straight victory has Bowling Green in thick of MAC race
ByVINCEGUERRIERI
The BG News
With their 87-77 victory over
Kent, the women's basketball
team made their case for contention In the Mid-American Conference a lot stronger.
The win, against the second'ace Golden Flashes, serves as a
• .-• mendous morale booster for
rbe falcons. They had not beaten

Kent since the 1993-94 season,
when BG won the conference and
the MAC tournament. The attitude In the BG locker room Is one
of excitement and confidence,
according to Falcon coach Jaci
dark.
"All I care about is how we're
feeling, and we're feeling good
right now," Clark said. "If the
other teams In the MAC want to
worry about us, that's great."

With the season winding down,
the Falcons are now 8-5 In the
conference, good for a tie for
fourth place. Ahead of them, in
addition to Kent, are Toledo,
Miami, Ball State and Ohio. The
Falcons can look forward to hosting Miami and Ohio, and playing
Toledo at Savage Hall, all in the
next two weeks.
BG will also play against
Eastern Michigan and Central

Michigan, who hold a combined
conference record of 5-20. After
the victory last night, the Falcons
are also riding a four-game winning streak.
"This is the time of the year for
a team to play well, and we're
playing well," Clark said.
Junior guard Sara Puthoff, who
scored 23 points in the Kent
game, all In the second half, is
impressed with the Falcons' cur-

rent play.
"We're playing close to the
best ball since I've been here,"
Puthoff said.
This year Is Puthoffs third
season on the team, and the first
for freshman guard Sherry Kahle. But Kahle has just as much
confidence as anyone else.
"Our team's playing really
well, and we're surprising some
people," Kahle said.

In spite of all this, Clark is not
concerned with swelled heads.
"We're going to enjoy this,"
Clark said. "We'll get our feet on
the ground."
Clark is concerned, though,
with getting a home tournament
berth for the MAC Tournament
In March The four teams with
the best records within the con• See FOURTH, page seven.

DOUAUHCADCR SATURDAY
Come Out And Support The Falcons As
They Make Their run For The Championship!

Woman
vs
Caslern

PeJhtrntp Tic Rrferi ftzza/

Michigan

353-PflPfl

1:00
st

Bailie For 1 Place
Men
vs
Coslern Michigan
3t30
Show ID for free admission
COMC OUT AND ROCK THC HOUSC THAT AOAAS
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL-

Ohio stuns EMU; Falcons up to first
The Associated Press
YPSILANTI, Mich. - Geno
Ford scored 29 points and hit all
19 of his free throws, Including
eight in the game's final 2:42, as
Ohio beat Eastern Michigan
71-62 Wednesday night.
The loss dropped the Eagles
(18-5, 9-3 Mid-American Conference) into second place in the
league behind Bowling Green,
which beat Kent 70-69 Wednesday. Ohio (14-7, 9-4) is one game
off the lead.
Ohio trailed 58-S6 with 2:42 to
play when Damion Washington,
who had 10 points, hit a pair of
free throws after a technical foul
was called on Eastern coach Mil-

MAC Men's Roundup
ton Barnes for arguing a call.
Ford, who was fouled, then hit
his two free throws to give the
Bobcats a 60-58 lead.
With 1:30 to play. Eastern point
guard Earl Boykins fouled Ford,
who converted the free throws to
put the Bobcats up 62-58. After
two Boykins free throws. Ford
drilled a 3 pointer to give Ohio a
65-60 lead with 43 seconds to
play.
Two free throws by Washington and four more by Ford then
put the Bobcats up 71-60. Derrick
Dial, who led Eastern Michigan
with 15 points, added a layup

Miami players
pay tribute to
Jamie Mercurio
Remains
impaired
from '94
accident
The Associated Press
OXFORD, Ohio - Much has
changed since Jamie Mercurio
was a Miami University basketball player. A 1994 car crash
nearly killed him and left him severely impaired.
Mercurio underwent intensive
physical therapy for months, including treatments in a chamber
in which he breathed pure oxygen in an effort to step up his
healing process. His family has
to help him eat meals and he still
cannot speak, but he is able to
walk - with assistance.
He communicates with family
members largely by squeezing
their hands, or by nodding or
shaking his head.
His former teammates planned
to honor him during Miami's
home game Wednesday night
against Toledo by presenting him
with a blanket and a framed jersey of his.
Former teammate Jim Paul organized the tribute and helped
establish a fund to raise money
for Mercurio. Mercurio didn't

ference will host tournament
games, and Clark looks toward
the Miami game Feb. 19 to establish a possible tiebreaker.
"We have to make a real strong
push if we want to play at home

kins scored 24 points and Randy
Zachary added 22 as Ball State
downed Central Michigan 88-69
Wednesday night.

Miami, Ohio 69,
Toledo 52

Ball State (13-10. 6-7 MidAmerican Conference) jumped
out to a 15-5 lead with 16:18 to go
in the first half. Central (6-15,
3-10) fought back, trailing only
18-16 with 10:18 to play in the
half.

OXFORD, Ohio - Miami, Ohio,
overcame a career-high scoring
night by Toledo's Casey Shaw to
register a 69-52 win over the
Rockets on Wednesday.
Miami, Ohio, improved to 13-7
overall and 8-4 in the MidAmerican Conference, while
Toledo fell to 10-11 and 3-10.

The Cardinals never trailed in
the game, leading 41-30 at halftime. They continued to dominate
in the second half, leading as
much as 68-44 with 1O.08 to play.

Ball State 88,
Central Michigan 69
MUNCIE, Ind. - Mitch Han-

Bonzl Wells and Robert Martin
each had 11 points for Ball State.
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Bowling Green
10
Eastern Michigan
9
Ohio
9
Miami, Ohio
8
Western Michigan
7
Ball State
6
Kent
5
Akron
4
Toledo
3
Central Michigan
3
Wednesday's Results
Bowling Green 70, Kent 69
Ohio 71, E. Michigan 62
Miami 69, Toledo 52
Ball State 88, C. Michigan 69
Saturday's Gjmn
Eastern Michigan at Bowling Green
Miami at Ohio
Akron at Ball State
Kent at Western Michigan
Toledo at Central Michigan
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1
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4
4
5
5
10
10
11
12

Toledo
12
Kent
10
Miami
9
Ball State
9
Bowling Green
8
Ohio
8
Eastern Michigan
3
Western Michigan
3
Central Michigan
2
Akron
1
Wednesday's Results
Bowling Green 87, Kent 77
Toledo 79, Miami 42
Ball State 67, Central Michigan 62
Saturday's Gam
Eastern Michigan at Bowling Green
Ohio at Miami
Western Michigan at Kent
Ball State at Akron
Cent. Michigan at Toledo

w
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Jamie's father

in a tournament game," Clark
said.
Through all this, Kent coach
Bob Lindsay remains realistic
about his team.
"We're playing Saturday,"
Lindsay said. "We're still In second place, we're hanging in there
and we hope to stay there."

w

Pet.
.769
.750
.692
.667
.538
.462
385
.308
.231
.231

OMI
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Jim Mercurio

want a big tribute during the
game in Miami's Milieu Hall,
Paul said.
"He doesn't want anything
big," Paul said. "There's a fine
line between wanting to support
him, and parading him around
MiUett Hall."
Mercurio, one of three children
from a family in the Toledo suburb of Maumee, wound up his
college career ranked second on
Miami's all-time assists list.
But perhaps the highlight of
his career came as a senior point
guard in 1992, when Mercurio
made eight 3-point field goals
against North Carolina in a firstround NCAA tournament game in
Cincinnati.
"North Carolina didn't count on
having to stop Jamie," said his
father, Jim Mercurio.

Corrf

All
W
18
18
14
13
11
13
7
6
10
6

1
6
5
7
7
10
10
14
IS
11
IS

Pet
.750
.783
.667
.650
324
365
333
.286
.476
.286

MAC Women's Standings

"Who knows, five
years from now,
^
maybe he'll be
talking. They still tell
L
us 'probably not.' But
they've said
'probably not' about a
lot of things."

FOURTH
Continued from page six.

with 15 second to play.

MAC Men's Standings

Pet
.923
.769
.692
.692
.615
.615
.231
.333
.154
.077

All
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20
14
11
11
11
11
6
3
6
4

I
2
8
9
9
10
10
14
18
15
17

Pet
.909
.636
350
350
.524
324
300
.143
.286
.190

MIRACLE
Continued from page six.
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Jamie Mercurio, shown in a family handout photo in Maumee, is a
former Miami basketball player who was seriously injured in an accident in 1994. He underwent intensive physical therapy for months, including treatments in a chamber in which he breathed pure oxygen in
an effort to step up his healing process. His family has to help him eat
and he cannot speak, but he is able to walk with some assistance.
Former teammates at Miami honored him Wednesday during the Redskins' home game against Toledo.
Jamie Mercurio, now 28, had
planned to teach and coach in the
public schools. He had coached
one year of girls junior varsity
basketball. He had been appointed as girls varsity coach at Anthony Wayne High School just
before he was injured in the Nov.
19,1994 car crash.
He was driving at about 3 a.m.
that day when his car ran off a
curve near Toledo, hit a fire

hydrant and a tree, and rolled
down a hill before landing on the
roof.
A doctor later said Mercurio
had beaten the odds just by surviving. He spent a month in a
coma, then six months in a rehabilitation center where specialists were able to coax slight
movements from him. He was
then sent home.

to lose a game like that is to turn
the ball over and miss free
throws. We did both"
Daniels lit up the scoreboard
with 27 points In the second half,
shooting 9-of-14 from the floor
and 8-of-8 from the charity
stripe.
When asked if the Falcons
thought they could win the game
at halftime, Daniels responded,
"No question. We've been down

before."
The Falcons Improve to 10-3 in
the Mid-American Conference
and 18-6 overall. Ohio University's victory over Eastern Michigan gives the Falcons a halfgame conference lead. Kent
drops to 5-8 In the MAC and 7-14.
overall.
In the most Important contest
In recent memory, the "cardiac"
Falcons will face EMU In Anderson Arena Saturday at 3:30 in a
doubleheader with the women.

Valentine's Day Carnation Sale
$1 for 1

Red and White flowers
$5 for 6
$10 for 12

Monday 10th and Tuesday 1 lth
inside Math Science Building
Monday through Thursday 13th
on Education Building steps.

Delivery on campus only
or pick up from 1 -5 pm on
Friday 14th in 104 University Hall.

Sponsored by V^~"

FLASHES
Continued from page six.
mounted up."
But he was quick to give credit
to Bowling Green as well.
"They had a good night," Lindsay said. "That's what you get
when you play at home."

AUTO REPAIR

The Falcons will be at home for
three of their next four games,
and will try to extend their winning streak to five games Saturday at home in a doubleheader
vs. Eastern Michigan. Tip-off is
at 1 p.m., to be followed by the
men's clash with the Eagles.

Time is Running Outl

FALCON SPOI

WELDING
tD SERVICE
\D SERVICE
in all your
fneeds
itors
msmissij
jne-uj
L- Brakes!
ings
• Lowr
'10%
student:

3533
13040 BISHOP ROAD

with Special Guests:

•Campus Manor
•Rockledge
•640 Eighth St.
•313-317 N. Main St.
•841 Eighth St.
•Manville Ave.
•825 Third St.
•701 Fourth St.

"Quality Off
Campus Housing"
R.E. Management
113 Railroad St.
M-F: 8-5; Sat. 8-12

352-9302

Jim Larranaga,
Gary Blackney,
and
Dan Cummins
(WTOL Channel 11
Sports Anchor)
Don't miss Falcon Sports Extra
on Wood Cable Channel 24
February 18 at 7:80 pm

DGSU Hockey
vs.
Western Michigan
7:00PM
Free Admission with DGSU ID

I
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL-

Two new bowls at odds over MAC
Music City Bowl
claims champion
is heading
for Nashville
The Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Everyone agrees the Motor City Bowl
gets to choose a Mid-American
Conference team to play this
year's postseason game in Pontiac, Mich
After that Is where it gets uncertain.
Nashville sports officials say

they are operating under a working agreement with the Toledobased conference that if the
NCAA sanctions a Music City
Bowl, the MAC'S best team will
play a Southeastern Conference
team here starting in 1998.
Not so fast, say Motor City
Bowl officials.

participating in the city's bowl,
"but we have not finalized any
contractual agreements at this
date.

"There's no way they'd have
that," bowl executive director
George Perles said Wednesday.
"We have a contract with the
Mid-American that is signed."

Last month, officials In Pontiac
announced the Motor City Bowl,
which each year would feature
the Mid-American Conference
champ against an at-large opponent.

MAC commissioner Jerry Ippoliti said in a prepared statement that conference and Nashville officials are talking about

"Our discussions in regards to
a bowl game in Nashville in no
way alters our relationship with
the Motor City Bowl."

"There is no way they'd have that. We have a
contract with the Mid-American that is
signed."

Motor City Bowl executive director

The NCAA's Special Events
Committee will consider Nashville's bid to sanction the Music
City Bowl at Its meeting April
21-25 in Orlando, Fla.

sic City Bowl prefers, to Nash- and Visitor's Bureau.
ville starting in 1996, said the
"They're just wrong," Perles
But the conference has since Sports Council's Jenny Hannon
committed to send its champion, and Butch Spyridon, executive said, explaining that the MAC
or whichever MAC team the Mu- vice president of the Convention champion Is committed to play-

Motor City Bowl officials also
will go before the NCAA's committee for final approval. The
first game is scheduled for Dec.
26 between the MAC champion
and an at-large opponent.

George Perles

TELEVISION

Sports Briefs

Juniors and Seniors!

Bowling Green volleyball coach Denise Van De Walle announced the shining of two national letters-of-intent Tuesday.

BG 24 to air show
dedicated to sports

Junior college standouts Bridget Mclntyre and Summer Witkemper will join the Falcon program in the fall.

ByJIMTOCCO
The BG News

Falcon volleyball signs two recruits

Still looking for housing for next year?
Can't seem to find the "right" place?

Come live with us!

"Because of the youth and inexperience of our team this year,
we specifically recruited the junior-college player," Van De
Walle said. "I'm very happy to say we signed two outstanding
prospects."
Mclntyre, a 6-1 middle blocker, will join the Falcons after two
years at Riverside (Calif.) Community College. Witkemper, a
5-10 middle hitter, will come to BG after two years at Kellogg
Community College in Kalamazoo, Mich.

• Live in a Junior & Senior only hall
(Dunbar Hall in newly renovated Harshman Quad)

• Single room at the double rate
• No meal plan required
• In-room computer connection

The Falcons finished 10-20 in 1996, and BG tied for seventh in
the Mid-American Conference with a record of 5-12.

Interested?

Mid-American Conference News Media Association has web page

sign up in SHARP 440 Saddlemire 3/10-3/21
need more information? Call 372-2011
During the month of February, Student Housing And Residence Programs will be
open from 8am-5:30pm Monday-Thursday to belter serve you!

The Mid-American Conference News Media Association, an
organization of media members from across the Midwest, recently began operation of a web page.
The page, which features up-to-date standings, statistics and
other tidbits from around the conference for all major sports.
The page
can be. accessed at
"www.northshores.com/macnma".

TONIGHT AT THE

UNION
The Bowl-N-Greenery
All You Can Eat

PASTA!
Jeast on all you can eat pasta. "Pius, your meal includes
soup & salad bar, potato bar andbeverages.

BG 24 News, the campus' student-run television station, will
run a special 30-minute all-sports
program this evening.
"BG 24 Sports Extra" will anon Wood Cable Channel 24 at 7 JO
p.m. The program consists entirely of campus sports, featuring several Falcon athletes and
coaches.
The show offers a close look at
men's basketball coach Jim Larranaga, NBA-hopeful Antonio
Daniels and soccer standout
Steve Klein in addition to many
others.
"I think it's a great opportunity
for us," said Melissa Pearch, a
regular BG 24 sports anchor and
the show's co-host. "It's a chance
to have more than four minutes
to deliver to sports, like we
usually do.
"We're happy to be able to do
this for our on-campus viewing
community and the viewers in
the Wood County area."
The program is the first of Its
kind at the University. Co-host
Chris Stipes said that he hopes
that the show will continue on a
regular basis if all goes well.
"Hopefully, this will lead to
bigger and better things," Stipes

Puthoff

Daniels

said. "We're hoping to make this
a monthly show."
The show features an interview with Daniels.
"This is a good chance for the
Bowling Green community to see
athletes In a whole different light
than just on the playing field,"
Stipes said. "More than just the
athletes, though, this show is
about the entire local sports
community."
The show will also offer a feature on junior women's basketball player Sara Puthoff and a
piece on Sports Information Director Steve Barr.
Plans have been In the works
for a sports show like this one for
months. The show is the combined effort of over IS campus
sports reporters, including representatives of Bowling Green
Radio Sports and The BG News.

MERCER MANOR, GREENBRIAR, INC.

Z $5.20
®n'T

ing in Michigan.
Nashville officials expect to
complete a three-year bowl deal
between the Southeastern and
Mid-American Conferences in
March.

09& 07 <BQ'S O&WESK

•fours: 4:30-7:00 £
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The Pheasant Room

BBQ Chicken
Or Ribs

STOP BY NEWLOVE RENTALS AND PICK UP A
1997-98 HOUSING BROCHURE TODAY1

your dinner includes 'B'BQjZfutksn or 'Ribs, potato,
tossed salad, and garlic bread.

$8.95
j Other snadwiches &
I dinners always available

ITW0 FULL BATHS £*AIR CONDITIONING
13 BEDROOMS
^FIREPLACES
L/FURNISHED

NEWLOVE
RENTALS

"Hours: 4:30-7:00pm

t«fmtfl*«f!*tffI!Tflll'»t>«"****f'*9!';!f>M*;'''*M'*>*>*!fM>lttfff!

Meal Card Accepted 4:30-7:00 pm
•Big Charge Accepted 11:30am-1:30pm & 4:30-7:00pm

CALL OR STOP IN FOR MORE DETAILS
328 S.MAIN (OUR ONLY OFFICE)

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

■ III III!Illl ,

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

iiiHitiniiiJiimiMiir

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
%
/<*

\

LOCATED OKJM'E'RCL'K.'RPA'D- TJfZST.
XPAUVrMntfXS TTATW£:

352 5620

224 E. WOOSTER

352-0717

Founder's Dining Center

Black History Celebration

BBQ Ribs
Sweet Potato Pie
Red Beans and Rice
Collard Greens
Other Goodies

Thursday February 13, 1997
From 11:30 am-2:00 pm
and 4:30 pm - 7:00 pm
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HOCKEY

Falcon icers learn from
Alaska-Fairbanks' lesson
By BLAKE PARKINS
The BG News

BG Newt photo by HideM Kobayuhi

Captains Mike Johnson (right) and Curtis Fry (left) celebrate with Adam Edinger (back) after a goal
against the Nanooks. The Falcons take on Western Michigan at home on Saturday, and travel to Ohio
State on Sunday in a non-conference tilt.

Last weekend's split with Alaska-Fairbanks was the perfect example of why hockey games are
won on the ice, not on paper.
"They are bigger and stronger
than we are," said Fairbanks'
coach Dave Laurion after Friday's 6-3 loss to the Falcons.
"Sooner or later physics is going
to take over."
On paper, the last-place Nanooks were severely outgunned by
a much stronger and talented
team. There is, however, something to be said for the desire to
win.
The Nanooks were scrapping
for the eighth and final spot in
the CCHA playoffs, and came out
desperate in the second game to
hand BG a 7-5 loss at the ice
house.
This weekend the sixth-place
Falcons vie to pick up two of the
four points needed to gaurantee a
spot in the CCHA playoffs.
Saturday BG hosts a Western
Michigan team coming off two
big wins over Michigan State and
Ferris State, wins that propelled
the Broncos into the league's
fifth-place spot.
Sunday, BG travels to the Ohio
State Fairgrounds to take on the

Buckeyes travel
down strange road
COLUMBUS -- After Ohio
State lost by 31 points at
Northwestern three weeks
ago, it seemed unlikely that it
would be the Wildcats who
would enter Thursday night's
rematch with a lame-duck
coach.
"It's been an interesting
three weeks," Ohio State
coach Randy Aycrs said
Wednesday.
Soon after the Buckeyes had
been humiliated in Northwestern's most lopsided Big
Ten victory since World War
II, OSU Athletics Director
Andy Geiger was asked about
Aycrs' job status.
"We were terrible," Geiger
said. "We didn't come to play.
There was no explanation for
it that I know of "
He said Ayers' job status
would be evaluated after the
season.
In the tliree weeks since,
Ohio State: (1) beat then
17th-ranking Indiana and Wisconsin in succession; (2) lost
starting center Jermaine Tate
and backup Sean Tucker for
the rest of the season due to
injuries; (3) added a second
football player (Tony F.isenhard) to the roster to backup
new starting center (and tight
end) John Lumpkin; (4) lost to
Purdue by 17 points; and (S)
lost by 17 points again to Indiana, which hit 43-of-S2 free
throws. Both were records for
an Ohio State opponent. Ayers
and point guard Damon
Stringer were both ejected
from that game.
In the meantime, Northwestern (6-15 overall, 1-10 in
the Big Ten) went on to lose
four in a row - each by doublefigure margins. That led to
Ricky Byrdsong's firing Monday midway through his
fourth season with the Wildcats.
Any revenge motive that the
Buckeyes (9-11, 4-7) might

NOTEBOOK

SWIMMING

COLLEGE BASKETBALL'

The Associated Press

must rest on the team as a whole.
The third-year head man cited
breakdowns for a multitude of
different players.
"I cant bench the whole team,"
Powers said. "When you have
different guys making mistakes,
Blake Parkins
then what you have is an average
BG News
team.
Sports Editor
"There were so many defensive mistakes, that the only way
we were going to beat them was
to outscore them."
a
non-conference
Buckeyes in
Left winger woes
game.
When Dave Faulkner left the
Defensive difficulty
ice Saturday near the end of the
third period with a shoulder inA candid Buddy Powers said jury, he completed a cycle of inthat the Falcons ignored some jured Falcons dating back to the
cardinal rules of the game in the beginning of the season.
weekend's series. Most notably
"Every left winger has had a
was the absence of checking.
separated shoulder this year ex"When you don't check, you cept Punchard and he had a
can't win," Powers said. "You broken ankle," Powers said. "I've
have to play defense."
been in coaching 20 years and I'Powers was also disappointed ve never seen anything like this."
with the defensive coverage at
their own end of the ice.
Faulkner is listed as question"We've spent so much time on able for this weekend's contests
endzone coverage down low, that with a separated shoulder.
guys should be doing it in their
sleep," Powers said. "No one was BG aids injured Nanook
controlling their check down low,
Nanook defenseman Erik Dryand that's a big part of the
gas was honored during the
game."
Powers said that the blame for
• See LESSON, page ten.
the poor defensive performance
HOCKEY

have enjoyed may be neutralized by the solidarity shown
for Byrdsong by his players,
who were united in their disappointment in the firing.
Ohio native Evan Eschmeyer, Northwestern's starting center, and guard Jevon
Johnson were particularly incensed by the firing.
Eschmeyer said, "Next to
my father, he's as big an Influence as anyone. This team
is close to being very good. I
don't think the decision had to
be made today."
Johnson said of Northwestern's administrators,
"I'm very upset at how they
handled the whole situation."
Ayers said such emotion will
balance the Buckeyes' need to
prove themselves after the
debacle In Evanston on Feb.
25.
"They'll be motivated,"
Ayers said. "I was impressed
with the way Johnson handled
the situation. When you get
leadership out of your top
kids, it spreads throughout
your entire ball club."
As for his own team, Ayers
said, "We'll be ready to play.
I'll say that for us."
In the first meeting. Northwestern's margin was its
largest in a Big Ten game
since the Wildcats beat thenmember University of Chicago 77-20 in the 1943-44
season.
Northwestern raced to a
14-2 lead and then crushed the
sloppy and lethargic Buckeyes
before a crowd of 3,486 at
Welsh-Ryan Arena.
"I think we've played harder
the last couple of weeks,"
Ayers said. "To be honest with
you, I was as shocked as
anyone that we got beat that
bad. But after watching the
tape, it's clear they played
well."
Northwestern has not beaten Ohio State in St. John Arena
since 1977 and hasn't swept
the season series in 30 years.

Farris invaluable to swim team
Falcon senior
has wealth of
talent in the pool
By MIKE LEONARD
The BG News
At 5-foot-3, Bowling Green
men's swimming captain, Brandon Farris is far from the stereotypical tall, lanky swimmer.
His quiet, unassuming manner
is equally atypical.
Don't let Farris' size and
demeanor fool you, however. His
value to the BG swim team is
much larger
than his attitude or stature.
Everyone
who works with
Farris seems to
acknowledge
his skills .-.nd
attitude both in
and out of the
pool, including
Farris
B G head
swimming coach Randy Julian.
"He is the equivalent of two
swimmers," Julian said. "He has
been a total student, had discipline, and had a flawless workout
record."
Farris, a senior telccommunciations major, is unsure as to
how to react to the end of his ca-

reer.
"It feels good. It's kind of hard
to believe," Farris said.
A native of San Luis Obispo,
California, Farris chose BG over
the University of Nevada-Las
Vegas and Cal State-Bakersfield.
He made the decision after a trip
to campus with former head
swimming coach Brian Gordon.
Farris came to BG as one of a
class of eight swimmers. Of
those eight, however, only Farris
and Tom Stoltz remain as active
members of the team. Farris will
be the only male graduating from
the team this year, as Stoltz still
has a year of eligibility left due
to his one year hiatus in Luxembourg.
Farris has nothing but praise
for Stoltz.

"He is the equivalent of two swimmers. He
has been a total student, had discipline, and
had a flawless workout record."
Randy Julian
Falcon swimming coach
the rest of the seniors.
"I've always tried to lead by
example, but I hope the team
looks up to me as some kind of a
leader," he said.
Pilling echoes the sentiments
of most of BG's team towards
Farris.
"He's a great guy. 1 really enjoy working with him," Pilling
said.

"I love him. I think he is a great
Pilling called Farris her partguy," Farris said.
One might think that Farris ner in crime, both in the pool and
and Stotz would have a small in the classroom, as both seniors
amount of friendly competition are telecommunications majors.
Head coach Randy Julian also
between the two of them, since
both men participate in the dis- has earned Farris' admiration.
Farris commented that he
tance freestyle events.
"I really dont see it that way. I viewed workouts under Julian as
think of [Stoltz] as an asset to the opportunities instead of chores.
When asked about how his cateam."
Farris has an equally bright reer at BG has transpired, Farris
spot in his heart for the seniors speaks with a smile. He says that
on the women's team. He admitted that he looks up to BG's
women's captains Michelle Pilling and Leanne Shelly as well as

>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
CHARLESTON APARTMENTS
AND

MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance
to campus Summer 1997 and school year 1997-1998.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning
641 Third St. Apt.4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380

>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

while he would enjoy swimming
in his favorite events, he realizes
the team's needs. "I wouldn't
have done anything differently,"
Farris said. "At heart, I've always been a backstroker, but I'm
willing to do whatever the team
needs me to do. Time wise, I'm
right where I need to be (for MidAmerican Conference championships). It all comes down to that
meet"
On what he will do once he
graduates, Farris is as unassuming as ever.
"I'm really not sure," he said.
"I know I'll go back home or at
least back to California. I really
haven't thought about It."
Down to earth Is one way to describe Brandon Farris. A champion, not just in the pool but in
life, is another.

Creative (Dating
9{pu> 'Exciting, Mean Starting,
!Alttmativt 'Dating Ideas!
Sunday, February 16
6-7:30p.m.
Otscamp 111
• •fRpL**

Students will have a chance to win a free
Spring ISrtakJTrif
'
(•Drawing will it htU March l).
Qjustions? Call 2-7164

BGSU MEN'S SWIMMING

19M k « WtM

AND DIVING

vs.
$129 PER PERSON PER WEEK

,e£

2 OUTDOOR POOLS " 1 INDOOR HEATED POOL
HUGE BCACHSIDE HOT TUB RESTAURANT •
SUITES UP TO to PEOPLE KITCHENS WITH MICROWAv- S
. TIKI BAR • BEACH PARTIES • EN1ERTAINMENT
VOUEYBALl • SAILBOATS ■ IETSKIS ■ PARASAILS
DISCOUNTS rOAREACLUBS. KESIAURANIS f. Al TRACTION'--

SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT

1 -800-488-8828

WESTERN KENTUCKY

5:00 PM

WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM
\

19 & Over tvery Night

HOME OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY
650 FEET OF GULF BFACH FRONTAGE
17403 FRONT BEACH RQ PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL 32413

•
\
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NBA Standings
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PRO BASKETBALL'
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10
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25
14
21
29
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15.5
17 29
370
173
17 32
347
19
Tuteday'iGaints
New York 97, Washington 92
New Jersey 104, Orlando 98
Cleveland 105, Philadelphia 94
Miami 104, Detroit 91
Chicago 103. Charlotte 100
Milwaukee 101, Toronto 96
San Antonio 111. Dallas 97
Houston 106, Vancouver 97
Portland 111. Phoenix 108
Seattle 108, Denver 81
I.A. Clippers 116, Boston 112
Utah 120. Sacramento 98
Wednesday's Games
late Came Not Included
Charlotte 113, New Jersey 100
Atlanta 106, Toronto 84
Cleveland 83, Indiana 75
Detroit 96, Orlando 87
LA Lakers 100, Minnesota 84
Vancouver 106, San Antonio 101
Boston at Phoenix (n)
Thursday", Umn
Philadelphia at New York. 730 p.m.
Indiana at Miami. 7:30 p.m
Golden State at Dallas, 830 p.m.
LA Lakers at Denver, 9 p.m.
Portland at Utah, 9 p.m.
I.A Clipper* at Sacramento. 1030 p.m.
Seattle
Portland
LA. Clippers
Sacramento
Golden State
Phoenix
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Brandon's 22 points lead Cavs
The Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS -- Terrell
Brandon had 22 points, a careerhigh 12 rebounds and nine assists
Wednesday night, leading the
Cleveland Cavaliers to an 83-75
win over the Indiana Pacers.
Brandon hit a clutch jumper
down the stretch and sparked
Cleveland's swarming defense as
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Electronic Darts

Video Games

352.995T
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Feb. 13th
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Band Starts at 10 pm

at Door

A Mini Pitcher

This weekend: The Mark Mikel Hallucination <!)

Come and Hike the Great Outdoors!
Appalachian Trail Spring Break Trip
North Carolina

March 21-30
$150-Bursarable
Includes all equipment,
t-shlrt and cumpasN
Sign-up 2/10-2/28
In the I VO office, 330 Union
For more Information call

The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Albert Belle,
the slugger whose career has
been tainted by temper outbursts, suspensions and fines,
has admitted under oath that he
recently lost as much as $40,000
gambling on sports.
Belle, who left the Cleveland
Indians and became baseball's
highest-paid player by signing a
$55 million, five-year contract
with the Chicago White Sox in
November, said Tuesday he bet
on pro football and college basketball.
He answered the questions
about gambling during a six-hour
deposition in a civil lawsuit related to a confrontation he
had with Halloween pranksters in 1995.
Belle's lawyer, Jose Feliclano, said
Wednesday his
client did not
gamble on
baseball
Belle
games.
"None of this stuff had to do
with baseball," Feliciano said.
"Absolutely none of it."
Gambling is a misdemeanor in
Ohio, but it was unclear if Belle
would face criminal charges as a
result of his testimony. Cuyahoga
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NOT JUST RADUTORSI
We Are Now
CERTIFIED lor *VC
REPAIR a RECHARGE

■

•Heater installation
•Heater Cores
-Water Pumps
-Gas Tanks
• General Auto Repair
Sales. Installations
and Repair
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Packages plus...has all
you need for your Valentine.
From balloon bouquets and
gourmet Jelly Bellies to Beanie
Babies and Canille Beckman body
products.
As always, our staff is willing
to help with a smile and
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
See you soon...
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"He acknowledged $40,000 in
gambling debts," Lillie said. "He
acknowledged purchasing money
orders in amounts under $10,000
to pay those debts. He acknowledged betting on professional
fdotball and college basketball."
Lillie said Belle also testified
he placed wagers with friends on
golf.
The teen-ager who is suing Belle gave his deposition Wednesday at Fcliciano's office.

By The Associated Press
A chronology of Albert Belle's career:
1990 - Enters alcohol rehabilitation clinic after being suspended for destroying part of a bathroom.
May 11, 1991 - Hits a taunting fan in the chest with a thrown
ball at Cleveland Stadium. He is suspended six games and
ordered to give one week's salary to charily.
May 4, 1992 - Charges the mound at Kansas City pitcher Neal
Heaton. On Aug. 4, he is suspended for three games.
May 13, 1993 - Charges the mound at Kansas City pitcher Hipolito Pichardo. On May 18, he is suspended for three games.
July 15, 1994 - Has bat confiscated by Chicago manager Gene
Lamont. It is found to contain cork and on July 29. he is suspended for seven games.
Sept. 30, 1995 - Hits 50th home run of the season off of Kansas
City's Melvin Bunch. Becomes first major-league player to collect 50 home runs and 50 doubles in one campaign. Following
season, named The Sporting News and Baseball Digest player of
the Year and as a member of the AP all-star team. Finishes second in AL MVP vot ing to Boston's Mo Vaughn.
Oct. 24, 1995 - Has profanity-laced tirade directed at NBC reporter Hannah Storm, prior to Game 3 of the World Series. Fined
$50,000 in April 1996 for the verbal abuse.
Oct. 31, 1995 -- Chases trick-or-treating teen-agers, in his vehicle, who had thrown eggs at his house. Later charged with willful
disregard of safety and fined $100 for the incident.
April 6, 1996 - Hits Sports Illustrated photographer Tony
Tomsic with a baseball after becoming angry that Tomsic was
taking pictures while he was stretching.
May 31, 1996 - Hits Milwaukee's Fernando Vina with a
forearm between first and second. Belle is suspended for five
games by AL president Gene Budig, who later reduces the penalty to a two-game suspension and $25,000 fine.
Oct. 28,1996 - Files for free agency.
Nov. 19, 1996 - Signs five-year contract with Chicago White
Sox worth a reported $55 million, baseball's richest in both total
package and average annual value.
Feb. 11, 1997 - In a sworn deposition related to a civil lawsuit,
testifies that he lost as much as $40,000 gambling on pro football
and college basketball.

Continued from page nine.

A $1,000 contribution on behalf
intermission of last Friday's of the Bowling Green Athletic
game. Drygas suffered a severe Department was made to offset
neck injury in practice back on the cost Drygas's spinal rehabiliOctober 7 that has left him para- tation costs.
lyzed from the neck down.
Over the past two months Dry- Johnson takes offensive accogas has made some progress in lades
his rehabilitation efforts. He has
regained some feeling in both of
Mike Johnson, he senior cohis arms and can move his left captain from Scarborough, Onwrist. Drygas also has some sen- tario, has been a steady producer
sation in his palms.
for the Falcons all year, and his

Homecoming Retreat
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All Homecoming Chairpersons and
committee members are invited!
If you plan to attend please fill out a committee
member form in the UAO office.
(So we know how many people are commg)
Call 372-7164 for more info

pi

Sponsored by

consistency is most evident in a
league-leading 24-goal tally.
Johnson was named the
CCHA's Offensive Player of the
Week for his efforts against the
Nanooks.
Last weekend Johnson racked
up seven points on four goals and
three assists, including two
power play-goals each night.
It was the ninth time that Johnson recorded a multi-goal game
this season.

IMAGINE
The Unique Boutique
GRAND OPENING SALE!
10 - SO % OFF
Most items
Throughout February I I
VISIT OUR NEW STORE
445 E. Woosttr
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sal 11-9
Sunday 12-6
352 3306

BGSU ICE ARENA
SENIOR HOCKEY
LEAGUE
Expanded Schedule

c?:'

'0

111 Railroad Street
Bowling Green, OH
(419)352-1693
Hours: M-F: 10-8 Sat: 10-6 Sun: 10-5 •
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Lawyer Richard Lillie, representing the guardian of a teenager who contends Belle injured
him with his truck, said Wednesday he sought to attack Belle's
credibility by questioning him
about gambling and other aspects of his past, including
treatment for alcohol dependency.

Albert Belle Chronology

%

v.
Packages
plus...
Cards and Gifts and more

5

County Prosecutor Stephanie
Tubbs Jones did not return a
telephone message Wednesday.
Baseball's rules are clear: A
player is prohibited from betting
on major league games. A violation could mean suspension for
one year or for life if a bet is
placed on the player's own team.
"There's a rule on the books
about betting on baseball," said
major league baseball spokesman Rich Levin, who said officials were aware of Belle's testimony.

Sunday, February 16th
1-6PM
Mileti Alumni Center

frfr-^:^

D

was one better than the team's
all-time low.
In the first half, both teams
used extended runs to come back
from double-digit deficits.
After Indiana opened the game
with a 12-2 spurt, the Cavaliers
scored 12 straight points to take a
two-point lead. Brandon sparked
Cleveland with 11 first-quarter
points.

LESSON —

-

372-7164

for the Cavs. After Brandon
forced Travis Best to miss a
tough shot, the Cleveland guard
scored on a short jumper with 44
seconds left.
Cleveland had lost four of its
previous six games, while Indiana had won four of its last
five.
The Cavaliers outrebounded
Indiana 35-24. The Pacers' total

Belle admits betting on sports

156
189
163
170
178
191

Tuesday', Games
Ottawa 5, N.Y. Islanders 5, tie, OT
Colorado 3, Los Angeles 1
Calgary 5, Boston 1
Washington 5, Vancouver 2
Wednesday-, Games
lale Games Not Included
New Jersey 3, Hartford 1
Florida 5, Tampa Bay 2
N.Y. Islanders 5, Pittsburgh 1
Montreal 2, Buffalo 2, tie. OT
Detroit 7, San Jose 1
Phoenix at Dallas 00
Boston at Edmonton (n)
Toronto at Anaheim (n)
Tkwsday-s Games
Hartford at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m
Ottawa at Philadelphia, 730 p.m.
San Jose at Chicago, 830 p.m
N Y Rangers at St. Louis. 830 p.m
Colorado at Phoenix. 9 p.m.
Edmonton at Calgary. 9-30 p.m
Toronto at Los Angeles. 10:30 p.m
•ridsy's Carnal
Tampa Bay at Washington, 7:30 p.m.
Detroit at Dallas, H 30 p m.

the Pacers attempted to fight
back in the final minutes.
Reggie Miller led Indiana with
22 points, while Rik Smils added
17.
Chris Mills scored 17 points for
Cleveland.
Indiana cut Cleveland's lead to
75-72 on a free throw by Fred
Hoiberg with 1:39 left, but Danny
Ferry answered with a 3-pointer

■BASEBALL-

NHL Standings
Al Times EST
tASTBtN CrXllBNCI
AJsaHrDMaion
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SPRING 1997
Open to all players 18 years of age and above.
Each team will play 9-10 games. Games will consist of three
20-minute running time periods. Playoffs will be conducted
following the regular season.
Play will begin in early March and will continue through April.
The cost is $95.00 per player. You can enter a complete team, or you can
enter as an individual and we will place you on a team.
BGSU students, including intramural and fraternity players, are welcome.
BGSU students and faculty can charge the $95.00 fee to your bursar account.
Registrations are available February 10 at the Ice Arena.
Please call 372-2764 or 372-2264 for additional information

Catch the DGSU Falcon Frenzy!
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Harding claims bushy-haired man tried to abduct her
The Associated Press
PORTLAND, Ore. -• Tonya Harding
says she foiled an abduction attempt
early Wednesday by ramming her truck
into a tree and running away from a bushy-haired man who tried to commandeer her vehicle.
The figure skater told police the man
abducted her outside her home and
forced her to drive to a rural area. She

The BG News
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said she dodged him in a chase through
the woods, then jumped back in her
truck and took off.
Aside from a slap mark on her face,
Harding was unharmed.
Clackamas County sheriff's deputies,
who have responded to Harding's calls
for help before, said they were taking
the matter seriously.
"We'll treat it at face value and investigate it Just as we would investigate

BGSEA Membership Dnva/Fundraisar.
Education Bldg. Hallway
Mon. Feb. 10 through Thurs. Fab. 13
0:30-3 00
PLEASE STOP BYIII

Coma and Hika the Great Outdoorel
Appalachian Trail Spring Break Trip
North Carolina. March 21 -30
»l 50 Bursar able
Includes all equipment, T-shirt, and compassSign-up Feb. 10-28 in the UAO office, 330
Union. For more into call 2-7104. sponsored by
UAO.
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E ipand your culture...
Join UAO in ihe Lenhart Ballroom
tor Kayega. a traditional
African dance a song. Keysga
will be presented on Thursday.
February 13 at 7:30pm FREE
Audience pa/Dclpation is welcome
For more info, oil 2-7164.
Sponsored By UAO, Cultural Eventa. Ethnic
Cultural Arts Program.* Programmers Council
FREE DINNER
St. Thomas More will have Mass in Edu. mv al
5:15pm. Owner foltows Mass at 6pm.
EVERYONE INVITED
FREE DINNER

CAMPUS EVENTS

REJUVENATE THROUGH
CONTROLLED CHAOS
Com* see BGSU Alumnus David Coleman
present the workshop:
CREATIVITY THROUGH CONTROLLED
CHAOS'

Free Movie Tonight - Raisin in the Sun
A drama of Blade Chicago families attempting
to And sense m their consvained existence.
Gish Film Theater, 9pm. For more into call
2- 7164, sponsored by UAO.

Go see the UAO Weekend Movies every Friday a Saturday at Band 11pm in Osc 111 tor
a chance to win a FREE UAO Spring Break
Trip The drawing win be held March 1 al

Sunday Fa bruary 16
at 2pm
Ottcamp 101A
opan and free to all ttudanta
aponsored by RSA
Call 372-8165 lor more datajli

Go D a 'Creative Dating Seminar.' On Sunday
Feb 16 in Oisc m. For a chance to win a free
UAO Spring Break tnp The drawing will be
nek) March 1st.

BG 24 NEWS ii back on ma air
Wood County's only T.V naws aouroa
Studio craw and reportjog positions
a/a opan contact 372-2997 lor into

Golden Key Members I
Next Meeting. Feb 189 00pm
BArm. 102
See you therel

anybody, but at the same time, this type
of report is unusual," said sheriffs
spokesman Damon Coates. "I have no
reason to think it's false at this point,
but it would be a poor investigation not
to look at that."
The abduction report came the same
day the U.S. Figure Skating Championships began in Nashville, Tenn., and 10
days before Harding's skating comeback - a three-minute exhibition pro-

Help Change the View'
Join UAO: The major programming
organization at BGSU
Publicity Meetings
Mondays. 9 15p.m. 330 Union
Questions? Contact Jodi Pran ©372-2343
All majors welcome

gram In Reno, Nev.
Harding has been banned for life
from amateur competition for her role
In the 1994 attack on her Olympic rival,
Nancy Kerrigan, at the U.S. Championships. Harding pleaded guilty to conspiring to cover up the attack, in which
Kerrigan was whacked on the knee. A
judge placed Harding on three years'
probation, fined her $110,000 and
ordered her to serve 500 hours of com-

Trip - Henry Ford Mueaum
Saturday Feb. 22, leave e> 8:00am
Derail. Ml
»7 without transportalion a IB with transportation Sign up Feb 10.10 in tha UAO office. 330
Union Questions? Call 2-7164 sponsored by
UAO

USG -USG-use-use
HOMECOMING 19971
APPLICATIONS FOR CHAIRPERSONS ARE
STILL AVAILABLE IN 330 UNION. APPLICATIONS ARE DUE FEB. 12 AND INTERVIEWS
ARE FEB 14 SIGN UP IN THE UAO. OFFICE.
HOMECOMING 199TI
Come relax with the Thureday Night
Musicians
Tonight. 4:30-8pm
Commons Dining Hall
Questions? Call 2-7164, sponsored by UAO
••FreeCome to the
Buelneee Opportunltlee Eipolll
College of Business Administration
Monday. February 17,1997
1.00-3.00 p.m.
2nd Floor Lounge. BA
Please attend II..
You are conalderlng a major In buelneee.
You need more Information about buaineea
specializations. You want to learn more
about career opportunrtie* In buaineea.
You want to learn more about etudont buelneee organlzallona. Yoy wan! to be eligible
tor prizes and giveaways.
Homecoming Retreat
Sun. Feb. 16.14p.m.
Mi let) Alumni Center
All Homecoming Chairpersons a
Committee members are invited
II you plan to attend please fill out a
committee member form in the UAO office.
330 Union. Questions? Call 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO.
MANDATORY MEETINGI
Attention Elementary Education MajorsM
Fall 1997 Methods Registration Meeting
Tuesday. February 18
4:00-5:30pm
115 Education Building
MY DATE FROM HELL
The staff of WFAL wants your worst date story
in 150 words or less to get the chance to win
tree Bowling and Pizza at Al Mar lanes tor you
and your Valentine. Send your entnesto WFAL
120 West Hall or visit our web page at
http /www .bgsu.edu/srudent1i la/organization
s/wfal/conta.html. By Thurs. Feb. 13.

Applications and Petitions fro Pres/Vice Pres
and At-Large Senators wil be made available
on Monday Feb. 10. If you are interested
please tame B 404 Student Services or cat
our office at 3728116.

You ars Invited to ■
Lunch Tana Chat lor
Black History Month!!
'Achieving our Personal Goals
in rough the Arts'
presented by Dr. Mary Howard-Ham lion
Campus Room, University Union
Tuesday. February 18,1BB7
11:45«m-12:45pm.FREE
Cookies and punch will be provided!

munity service.
Harding could not comment on
Wednesday's incident because of exclusive media contracts related to her Feb.
22 performance at Reno's Flamingo Hilton, said her agent, David Hans
Schmidt.
"There's no abduction preclusion in
the contracts. I might have to put that in
from now on, God only knows," Schmidt
said

S2* SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort • Panama City's
Spring Break Headquarters Orvy «29 Per Per
eon! rWicaona Apply. 1-800-224-4as».

ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM A INEQUALITY
Discussion with Steve Steefe
Thursday. 9pm © UCF (313Thura»n)

A etudent only motel

ocean, rated AAA and Superior Lodging,

'DC'DG'DO'DQ*
The mien, of Delta Gamma would ska D
command our new president Jen Marece and
y—aurar Jan Luce on doing an outstanding
fob. We appreciate your hard work l

•De'De'ecoo"

•DO-OOTJQ'OQ'
Congrats «> Amanda Hall on her recant lave
lienng to Kappa Sigma Man Carek
'OO'OO'DQ'OG'
•DG-DG-DG-DGWho wil it be this year
the stripper? the comer*an ?
the singer? Come sea B.Q'a
most talenlad man compole
In the Anchorman Conteet
tonrle 09:00 in the Ameni
•rJG•DO•^x^•DQ•
ALPHA PHI-KA'ALPHA PM

CITY EVENTS

DAYTONA BEACH BPFUNO BREAK!
Break ewey la Ihe hotteet action In Florida
wham guye meets gkial NEW motel an the

The sisters ol Atone Phi
congratulate the genleman
of Kappa Alpha on receiving
their charter. Way to go
andGoodluOi

beach volleyball, tree MTV. Pool A wetbar
opan 24 Inure, b.y.o.b. Fraa gold card with
check-In. Don't be left out ol tMa Special
Promotion!

hnp://www. daytona-lnn.com.

CALL i-aoo-8aa-ce)i».
Del la Sigma Pi • Delia Sigma Pi
Coed Professional Business Fraternity
Meet Brothers Olt-Campus i
AtBW3'tFeb. 13.19978-IOpm
Delta Sigma Pi
Enjoy A Summer Ol Enrichment a Fun"!
'A Summer In Mexico Program'
4 weeks In Guadalajara and 2 In Mexico CHy
Shra credit In two courses on Mexican culture
There is no substitute for positive experience
Ivan ID travel through cultural realises ol Ancient and Modem Mexico For more Information call Professor Andrade 372-7119
Expand your culture...
Join UAO in the Lenhart Belroom
tor Kayega. a traditional
African dance a song. Kayega
win be presented on Thursday.
February 13at 7:30pm. FREE
Audience parocipation la welcome
For more into, eel 2-7164.
Sponsored by UAO. Cultural Events. Ethnic
Cultural Ana Prograrn.A PiogrsmmersCouncil

ALPHA PHI • KA • ALPHA PHI

LOST & FOUND
Found set of keys behind Uhlman'e. 2/6/07
Call a identify 352-0302.

SERVICES OFFERED
FREE CELLULAR PHONE
100 tree minute.
119.90 per month
Call Tadek lor details

419-356-2006
Pregnant?
Fsee Pregnancy Testa. Confidential A Caring
3544873. BG Pregnancy Center
Sewing Alterations, etc
Laurie

354-1008

PERSONALS

ATTENTION ALL aTUDENTSIII Oranta a
echolarshlpe available from eponeoralll No
prepayments, aver!!! SeeCaah tor cottagom. For Into: 1-800-241-3418.
BE NAMEDTHE
ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR BY USGI
USQ will be awarding the
•USG ORGANIZATION Of THE YEAR
AWARD'
» the orgarvzaDon that best displays how
they have benefitied the BGSU 4
Bowling Green community
To enter: •eubma a S lo 10 aUn. video lo
USG dlepUylng their eccompeebmenta a
etrenglheetBGSUAInBQ.
Top 3 videos will be shown al USC's 1st ANNUAL UNIVERSITY BANQUET. MARCH 5 al
Irani ol adrntliBtraiors. faculty and fellow University org. mernbara.
115 donation to DANCE MARATHON la required to enter. Videos a donations (checks
made payable to USG) can be sent to the USG
olftoelnaOeSajderttServtoee.
•Deadline le Feb. 21. For more Into, can
172-8038. or 172-8118.
USO—USQ-USG

O PM sV"0 PHI B—O PM B
Hey Gamma Plus I
Get exdled tor The Hour at Roarer!'
Be at the house no later than 6:30Hope to see you tare!
Q PHI B—O PHI B~Q PM B

0

American Heart
AssociationJ
Frghttng Heart C
and Strata

AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIALS 4 TRIBUTES

t&m&zs??
1-800-AHA-USAl
Ira* «*caj otNuima M a pubac M<VIC«
COW. Anwncan Hawrt A*>ax>csa*or<

1

The BG News

page twelve

Help Support Dance Miration
Com* 10 Coileoe Slalion Thurs from 0:30 •
I ?77. Dnnk specials and DJ. Cove is $2 00
Proceeds 10 THONI

MY DATE FROM HELL
TeUdesiarlofWFAl
your moral daM aDry In 1 SO worrJa
or Mi and gel me chence <o
•an FREE Bowling and Pizza at
Al Ma/ Lanes lor you and
your Valenbne
Send your entries BWFAI.
120 Waal Hall
or visit our web papa al
htaiy/wwia.boau.adu'aajdaniliNv
wganizaoonarwl aVcoma.html

by Thura. Fab 13
NAPM/AP1CS Join) Maattns
Spaakar Mental Murphy
on cusrjmerrsupplrer relations.
Thuraday. Fall 13* 7:30pm. RoomBA 114
Free pizza 8 pop
PARALLAX VEW

Tom Gorman

DEMETRIUS STEINMETZ
Liva al Sufficient Grounds
CrlcMi Weal (near Weitgate)
Sal.Feb. I5at8:30
Reiaoonsrnps on re Road Audiaona:
Wed. Feb. 12.8-i1pm. 121 Weal Hall
Thura.. Fab 13.9-11pm. 121 WealHell
Any quesBons can Geannotle 372 4275
RuahPhlMu-RuahPhlMu
' SeewhatPniMuhaatoorlerroum
Slop by the house tonight at 9:15.
Questions or concerns? Cell 2-2750
Much Ptil Mu • Rueh Phi Mu

SCHOLARSHIP REMINDERIIII
Sojoanla who are intending on applying lor tie
Akimm Chapter Scholarships muetsubmit then
applications to Hie Mleti Alumni Corner 1Y
5:00 pm ON MONDAY. FEBRUARY 24.
Enra applications are available al the Alumni
Center.

SPRINO BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA. SANDPIPER-BEACON BEACH
RESORT. 3 POOLS, 1 INDOOR POOL.
HUGE BEACHSIDE HOT TUB, SUITES UP
TO 10 PEOPLE, TIKI BEACH BAR, HOME
OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY.
FREE
INFO
1-I00-4II-II1I.
WWWSANDPIPERBEACON.COM

TONITE AT BREWSTERS
LADIES NIGHT
Hosted by
THE MIDNIGHT MARAUDERS
Disco Jockeys

Do you teal anxious whan spsaking In public or In lh« classroom? Bnel workshops on
speech anxiety are now tang offered FREE
through a study being conducled in tie Dapt of
Psychology. Call 372-2540 lor more mforma
Don
Eel in. pick up. or we wlH
deltver a 14" one item Heart Shaped PUia
on Veiien line's Day for only 8.SO
Cempus Pollyey es ' 352-983*
USG USG USG USG
Apc«tcat.ons and PablWna for Pre /Vice Pres
and Ai-Larga Senators wil be made available
on Monday. Feb.10. If you are tnteresied,
please corns to 404 Student Services or call
our office at 372-61 16.
USG - USG -USG -USG
Wantsd 100 students Lose 8 to 100 lbs New
metabolism breakthrough t> recommended.
Guaranteed $30 cost. Free Gift.
1-800-435-7S01

It Pays To Discover! Us© Your
Discover Can) And Save Up To $25'
To Apply For A Card.
Cam-800-IT-PAYS-TO.

Bahamas Party
Cruise
$279

Msetmg Weekfy
BijldSeif-Esieem

USG'USCUSG
USG cordially invites all members ol
the University community to :
USD's let Annual University Banquet
March 5, Lenhart Grand Ballroom, 7pm
Coat is 912 per person A is buraarable
Dinner wil be provided A all proceeds will
be donated to DANCE MARATHON.

Beooms more Assertive
Reduce Stress
Strengthen Relationships
Promote a Balanced Life

* Come see video presentations about Univers
ily organizations1 USG wit be awarding THE
USG ORGANIZATION Of THE YEAR AWARDI
* An award will be given to the organization
with the most members in attendance!
Pleaae RSVP by Feb. 21
For more into, call the USG office
II372 8116 or 372 6026
USG-USGTJSG-

'B.Q. Antiques
SALE
10% Oil ewerykSing except coins
Now through Fab. 28

CalL.372-9355

WANTED
Help me I need to go home!
Sublease ASAP 3 bdrm house
w/2 other females. Washer 8 dryer
$17sVmo AsktorDeborJenelle
354 3106

3 rooms full

7 Nights-Air.Hotel-Save $150

Including: Furniture, Indian Arrowheads,
books, coins, music boxes. .

$399

on Food & Drinks

Jamaica

$419

7 Nights-Air.Hotel-Savo $150
on Food A Drinks

Florida

$119

194 S. Main
lieu* ol Grounds (or Though"
MW11-rJTh-Sat11-8

353-6300

7 Nights-Panama City, Daytona
& Cocoa Beach
Spring Break Travel-Our 10th Year!

1-800-678-6386

descriptions and applications at thej

City Park Office, Phone 354-6223.
Weekdays from 8:00am to 5:00pm.
Application Deadline is March 7,
1997. The City of Bowling Creen is]
an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Wanted: summer subleaser. One bedroom
furnished apt 3 blocks from campus on Manville Call Traa, 354-1459.

HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
No experience required Begin now. For info
cat. 301-429-1326
250 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Pnvate. coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns. NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box
234BG, Ker.(worth. NJ 07033 (008) 2760996.
Are you Looking for sals V marketing experience? Student Publications is currently taking
applications 'or sales representatives Positions require 15-20 hours per week & Isst from
mid-April through June. Gam valuable prolessonai sales experience selling pnnt advertising
asa/nmaxcessof $2000 m to weeks Stop by
204 West Had for an application or call Toby at
372*0430 for more information
Best Sales Job in Bowling Green
this spring/summer.
Student publications is now accepting applications for advertising sales representatives
Earn great money & gain valuable sales experience Postilions require 15-20 hours per
week 6 last from Mad-April through June Slop
by 204 West Hall for an application or call Toby
al 372-0430 for more information.

City Of Bowling Creca
Parka and ■terrt'adon

Poejltlons
The Bowling Creen Parks and
Recreation Department is seeking
several mature individuals to join
our '97 summer staff. Hourly
positions are available for Arts and
Crafts, Day Camps, Safety Town,
(Nature Camps, Mobile Concessions!
Manager, Sports Camps and Youth
Softball Supervisor, for the Camp
Positions, preference will be given
to candidates with athletic
experience in multiple sports and
established skill in working with
youngsters aged 4 through 12.
Positions are available at the
Aquatic Complex for Lifeguards,
Instructors and Attendants.
Maintenance positions are available!
for athletic fields, Nature Preserves
and Park Facilities. Interested
Persons may obtain Job

Pre* Feb. rent. Female sub-ease' needed im
mediately. 2 blocks from campus. $i5S/mo.
plus mil 3S4 8271

PO Boj 1662. Wapakoneu. OH 45895

SNOWBOARD W Burton Air 6 1. matching
Burton Air bindings 8 Burton Travel Bag, well
maintained. $350 OBO. 372-3841.

Evening Part time telephone help. Our office.
8 00-9 30 M Thurs Call 353-8093.

FOR RENT

Houee for Rent, 730 Elm
Clean 2 BR house near Dlh Si. Rent 400/rno
collected quarterly. Tenants pay all utilities.secoep .parental guarantee req
Call
354-2854 to view. Available immediaiely

FREE T-SHIRT 8 tlOOO
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, tororities & groups. Any campus organization can
raise up lo $1000 by earning a whopping
S5.00/VISA application Call i-800-932-0528
oxt. 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT

" Renting Faet"
Apla.8 llouaee
87-98 School Year
316 E. Merry 8
630 N Summit
1-2 bedrooms
lor 1-4 students
Also Rooms avail, and more

Gen. labor for properties near campus
Flei hrs Call 353-0325
Office cleaning m Perrysburg.
15 lo 18 hrs. per week. Own transportation
required Call 352-5822 or 472-2983.
Summer Business irrigation sales A installation. Vehicle required. SSOOO/surnmer. Call
1 800 361-4074
SUMMER COUNSELORS
OREAT STAFF-GREAT FACILrTIES-QREAT
EXPERIENCE. N.Y.S. CO-ED RESOENT
CAMP. CATSKILL MOUNTAINS^ HOURS
NYC ANC ALBANY. ATHLETIC3BASEBALL-BASKETBALLTENNIS-ROLLER HOCKEY-SWIMMING-

WATERSKIINGWOODWORKINOPHOTOQRAPHY-HORSEBACK
CERAMICS-ROPES COURSE.
KENNYBROOK
IBSouihway
Hartsdale, NY 10530
(914)693-3037
FAX |B14] 693-7678
1-B00-8S-CAMP2

FOR SALE
#1 Awesome Florida Spring Break! Panama
City1 Room Wiffi Kitchen Near Bars $1191 Daytona-BesI Location S139I Florida's New HolepolCocoa Beach Hlton $1601 spnngbreaktravel com 1-900 678-6386
81 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruisel 6 Days S279I Includes All Meals. Parties 8 Taxes' Great Beaches 8 Nightlife1
Leaves from Fl. Lauderdalel spnngbreaktravel com 1-800-676-8388.
fi Awesome Cancun 8 Jamaica Spnng Break
Specials! 7 Sights An 8 Hotel From $4291 Save
$150 On Food. Drinks 8 Free Parties' 111V
Lowest Price Guaranteel spnngbreaktravel com 1 800-678-6386
1990 Olds Calais
2 Door, AC, cruise. CD Player 8
Sunroof. 60.000 miles
$3990 call 353-6061
Alpha Phi Omega will be selling Hershey Kiss
roses Wed. 8 Thurs. from 10:30-3:30 8 Fn
1030-2:30 in BA 8 Math Science Cost 3 for
$2 00 or 1 lor $100
For sale '85 Plymouth Hon/on
353 6619 ask lor BJ

great
skills...
Kaplan helps you locus
your test prep studies and

Make offer.

MUST SELL COMPUTERI
Macintosh LC-II complete with pnnter
$600 or best offer

352-9317

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed'
100 positions1 Coed summer camp. Pocono
MU.. PA. Good salarympsl (908) 680-3330

\\ In my book, SamB's.
my favorite BG restaurant,
deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eat between
Toledo & Columbus T^

RIDINO-

The Student Organization Womyn lor Womyn
is now accepting applications for the position of
Co Cordinalor. Pleaae call 2-2281 lor more
into or drop off a letter of intent in 450 Student
Services.

SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED Nice
house very close to campus Call 352-8777 lor
OOBNSI

•50's, 60's, 70's room
•Affordable antiques & collectibles

6 Days-AI Meals-Free Parted
•Includes Taxes

Cancun

Snowblower, only used once $300 '84 Chevy
Chevetle. running cond.. new battery. $500
352 7657 or 352 9783 after 4:00 pm.

Emry Level Unu Systems/IP Network
Admmrstralon Opening. Lima, OH area.
All graduates/majors encouraged lo apply
E-mail resume@nelwork1 net
Fax: 419 738-8043 Snail Mail: I NG.

lisDng Avail 24 Hrs.
316 E Merry »3
Or Cell J53-0323
lrom9am lo9pm

Women's Self Esteem Group

DISCOVER CARD

SPRING
BREAK

Thursday, February 13, 1997

12 month leases starting May 1997:
E Court 8B-1BR Duples 1 per
son $345.UM
609 Firth St -2BR Home-2peraon-$460.Util
Steve Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8pm)

408

704 5rh St. " 2 bdrm furnished " leasing tor
fall *7 (9 or 12 mo.) for summer only $600 •■
352-3445 between 9am 8 9pm.
Avail for Rent Aug I. '97
Close to Univ. Year lease req'd.
-3 bdrm home eic. cond. $650
7183rd Street
-3 bdrm apt. 443 N Enterprise $550
-1 bdrm apt 443 N. Enterprise $300
call 688-4651 Appointments only
0 4 0 RENTALS - AH ol our units are within 2
blocks ol campus Now rensng lor (all. attractive wen-maintained units:
808 E WOOSTER/Spaoous duplex located
directly across from campus. Upper unit-2
bdrrrvmax occup 4 Reserved parking
234 S COLLEOE/2 bdrm house-ma. occup 4
Reserved parking.
850 SCOTT HAMILTON Exceptionally nice 2
bdrm urau-max occup 4 per unit. Laundry faoliDes/all units air cond. Reserved parking.
Call D 8 G Rentals at (419) 287-3233 and ask
for Evaor Eli*
For Rent: 3 bdrm apt. w/ 2 car garage.
$520/mo « util 12 mo lease starting, May 97.
Nooets. Call between 4pm • 8pm weekdays
354-6146
For Rent:
1. 2. or 3 bdrm. apts on University Lane 8
Clough
1 bdrm furnished at 117 S. Prospect
3 bdrm house at 226 Lehman
3 bdrm house al 248 Troup
2 bdrm house at 132 Ada
2 bdrm house at 829 Fifth
Avail. 8/1/97,1 yr. lease call 352-9371

Highland
Management
Graduate
Rentals
We'll take
care of you
Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

PowerBook 160 12/120/14 4.$610
Other models available.
Call Paul al 353-7285

Great
Amenities:

S

The Toledo Blade KettBu/am Cnltt
•■■■.

:;■

:

-

your confidence, so you can
get a higher score.

A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights

vaulted ceilings
24 hr. malnt.

1-800-KAP-TEST

FRESH SEAFOOD

g«t a higher score

KAPLAN

1 housemate needed, own room, May to May
lease. $i55/mo. Close to campus. Call Chris
or Elan 354-1913.

146 North Main Bowling Green

It Makes Good Cents
To Donate Plasma
PLASMA IS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
Save Lives and Earn Money!,

MONTHLY FEE SCALE
Receive an average of $100 in
CASH per month!
Donate the allowed twice a week and receive
$10.00 on your first donation and
$15.00 on your second donation!
New Donors Receive a $20 Bonus On
Their First Donation!

I Hi \uiili M.nii lliniliiii;

I.III

ii

6 sites to
choose
from:

Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzle Rentals
The Farm
Summit Hill
Call Today)
354-6036
130 East Washington St.

Houses lor Rent: The following houses are for
rent for 97-98 school year. All 12 mo. leases,
tenants pay all utri., sec dep.. parental guaansMreq.no pels.
1. 311 Ridge Rear -- 1 BR apartment. 2 blocks
from campus. Avail. 5/16/97. Rent t27S/mo.
collected quarterly Phone 353-4071 ask tenants to vew
2. 233 W. Merry 4 BR large house, must have
4 unrelated tenants Avail. 8/18/97 Rent
S780/mo. collected quarterly. Stop by and ask
tenants lo view.
3. 734 Elm-Large 3 BR, 2 bath houee. Avail
8/16797 Rent $780vmo. collected quarterly.
Phone 354-6114 ask tenants to view.
For more Information or to sign a -MM.
contect Arbor Enterpdeee at 364-28S4.
Locally owned and manigsd.
Houses/1 A 2 bdrm turn. apts. year, 9 mo, &
summer leases 352 7454

Large fxim. or unfurn. 1 bdrm upper duple, with
outside balcony M7S/mo. indud ubl. Pets allowed, saielite TV option. Avail, for Fal' '97
354-7257

Male - Female Summer Subleaser needed
Own Room m 4 bdrm house. Close to campus.
353^5190.
Now aocepnng Rental AcJIications for Fall And
Summer leases Call 354-8800

Now Renting Rooms
Spnng Semester

Call 353-0325

One A Two bdrm apts. available University
Courts 8 University Village located at Clough
and Mercer. Call 352-0164.
Subleaser Needed Now
One bedroom studio apts. All ubl met. Fums
•mi our own furniture (we are moving out of
BG). 19 inch color TV as free gift. Monthly rent
1250 (originally S2B0, sell negotiable) Avail til
July. Eitension is also avail Great place to live
for a couple. Call Tony or Rebecca at 35? 63 • 3
or leave message.
Subleases Needed NOW"
2 bdrm, 2 bathroom. $450mx>nth. Avail til August. Calf 353-2189.

PA>iAMA OTY BEACH FL

BOOK DIRECT & SAVE!
MARKJI from $22 a night
Jmkitdiult
buciiuttiidMt
nmmumiuci!

from $25
anight

sav here and party here. T»» taatfrrom
iNtrt «Mi i perty rtghtdut rtaht In the
matme. Free keg party on arrival. Deer par tM nitfrOy. ivc MM day » nWt hot rot*
I ml and reggae, ax on the Pea* and HrH
contests, two hot rjanceroorns. deer DJs. v

1-800-874-7101
PrKei par psnen Dead on oat orx

Management Inc.
353-5800
New New New New New
Hillsdale Apts., 2 bdrm flats,
very spacious, 9 foot ceilings,
car ports, 9-1/2 or 12 month
lease. Starts at $600.

Management Inc.
New New New New New
Hillsdale Apts., Large studios
high vaulted ceilings, unique
floor plans and car ports. 12
month lease starts at $350.

THE

afaOVLUIil

ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

THURSDAYS

mm . !>. m
NO COVER VII VALID COLLECE10. -51.00 AFTER 11:00
~—

1 o«.s

FRIDAYS

Saturday. Feb. 14: FIVE HORSE JOHNSON TICKETS ON SALE NOW:
Feb. 21: KID ROCK

Fab 22: MATTHEW SWEET 4 THE VERVE PIPE

SATURDAYS

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS

Management Inc.
Huge 1 bdrms. 215 E. Poe
Rd. Laundry on site, lots of
parking. Starts at $340/

month + elec.

Management Inc.
Efficiency Apartments, 215
E. Poe Rd., Starts at $230. All
utilities included. Half the
security deposit holds it now.

Management Inc.
830 Fourth St The Willow
House is now Leasing for
next year. 1 bdrm, gas heat.
A/C, starting at $340/month.

350 W. Woodruff Avenue • Toledo, OH 43624

255-6772
Donating only takes approximately 45 minutes,
& is completely sterile & safe.

I
/

nmaiBKL: mm mm MUSES moms, ammo
SUBTERRANEAN LEVEL DJ DAVID WILL SPINS MODERN ROCK

Management Inc.

SOUND FACTORY: TECHNO, HOUSE, MID

For a complete list atop by our

e03 IXJ. SUPERIOR TOLI
irXJFO rifVF: 419^43 4449 OR 4446

i

office, 1045 N. Main, or call

353-5800

